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Abstract
' .,-:-:; :-

This study extended Rotter's (L966) locus of control :;r,i.:.'':;;,::

construcL and scale to the area of ethnic stereotyPing. Three

separate samples, 88 summer introductory students , 67 regular

sessíon introductory students, and 59 upper level students \^7ere ¡,;.:'t.,'

administered Rotter's (Lg66) I-E sca1e, Edwards (f957) Social 
. :" : '
ì.--: :. .; -.-,

Desirability Scale, a modif ied version of the Katz and Braly i'r''": ::'':'

(1933) stereotype assessment technique and a familiarity measure.

Results did Rot yield any I-E differences in stereotyping intensity.

Familiarity information in reference to the nationalities had a
l

significant effect indicating that low and highly familiar grouPs ',

receive the most intense stereotypes. Furthermore, results indicated
' that university studenLs endorse many traditional ethnic stereotyPes 

i

1

with a high level of intensity. 
l

These results have been discussed with reference to the lack ::
. ,,.,t.j,:r',:, :,

of I-E differences, the kernal of Lruth controversy in stereotyPing, ,.,,,',',,, 
..

and the information processing para-digu- -The data indicate that i:'..'.''i"i.''

stereotyping appears to be a very powerful phenomenon in our culture

possibly overpor¡rering many þersotality differences.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

In the past, Rotter's (1966) locus of control construct

has been related to such personality and behavioral dimensions

as eonfornútyl (e . g? , ,'Ode'11,; , 1959) ';.'='insightful-nes s.'arìdr? ínf o::mat{6¡. ,-,r

seeking behavior (e.9., Davis & Phares, L967), resistance to
influence attempts (e.9., Biondo & MacDonald, L97L) and dogmatism

(e.9., Clouser & Iljelle, L97O). It has not, though, been investi-
gated with respeet to the variable of ethnic stereotyping. This

applícation is proposed to be a logical extension of I-E research

and constitutes the major emphasis of Ëhe presenË study.

The locus of control construct is traced in its development

from social learning theory and subsequently discussed in terms of
its relationship to variables relevant to stereoËyping behavior.

SËereotyping itself is also discussed wiËh the major emphasis on

measurement and operationalizaxLon. Furthermore, the variable of

familiarity is related to stereotyping intensity.

Social Learning Theory and Locus of Control

Social learning theory has developed as a molar theory with

the purpose of integraËing stimulus-response and cogniËive theories

in psychology. It attempts to look at both the acquisition of
personality characËeristics and cognitive processes as well as

emphasizing content. Julian B. Rotter (1954) developed a version

of social learning theory that focuses on the interaction of the

person with his meaningful. environmenË as the importanË unit ¡ef-': '.:

investigation.
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Rotter's social learning theory is strongly learning

oriented and does not require constructs from outside the field

of psychology for explanation. Furthermore, it is based upon the

empirical law of effect (Thorndike, 1935) and the expectancy of

reinf,orcemente', '-These"'Ëwo' foundations,'of, the, theor:y,,indicates, þs1¿,',,'.,

the theory attempts to integrate learning and cognitive approaches

to behavioral analysis. Drive reduction, defined as the reduction

of a drive upon reinforcement, is avoided in social learning theory

which maintains that behavior is Ëoo complex for such a simplistic

approach. "A stimulus complex has reinforcing properties to the

extent that it influences movemenË toward or away from a goal"

(Rotter, Chance & Phares, 1972, p. 9). In this matter, the theory

allows for sueh cognitive components as love or the need for recog-

niËion Ëo cite but a few examples. In predicting the 'direcËion of

behavior, the needs (person directed) and/or the goals (environment

directed) are important as a function of Ëhe person interacting with

his environment.

The second foundation of social learning theory lies in

expectancy or the anticipation that reinforcement will occur.

Behavior is not only a function of Ëha importânce of Ëhe goal, buË

also of the probability of aËËaining the goal. IË may be very

important for John to finish college and receive a degree but due

to a lack of abiliËy he continually fails. Acòording to social

learning Ëheory, John's behavior should sooll reflect Ëhis as a

funcËion of his low expectancy of attaining his goal with a possible



result being the abandonment of his education pursuits or irreal

behavior, ignoring the reality of the situation.

the prediction of behavior in a particular situation employs

the concepts of behavior potentigl, expectancy, and reinforcemenL

valUe ., | , ,1fhiS'i,'can be.-,pbesented.r f¡¡,i the ma,tshemâtieani f otmu,l¿ir:rr I ;ì .

BP : f' (E & R.v.) (Rorr"=, chance & phares, Lg72)

This may be read: The potential for the emission of one form of

behavior (BP) in contrast to other available alternatives is a

function of expectancy (E) and reinforcement value (R.V.). Expect-

ancy is the subjecËive concept of the probability of occurrences of

reinforcement as a function of a particular behavior. The rein-

forcement value refers to the individual's reinforcement preference,

assuming that there exists an equal opportunity to attain alternative

reinforcemenLs. This formula though deals only with the prediction

of behavior in particular situations, and depends uPon very specific

reinforcements

In order Ëo extend behavioral prediction from a particular

situation to a more general form of prediction covering varied and

diverse situations it is necessary to use the new concepts of need

potential, need value and freedom of movement (Rotter, Chance &

Phares, L972). ïhis applies to settings where behavior ís depend-

enË upon more Ëhan a single specific reinforcement in order for it

Ëo occur. Thus interest nor^r can be focused on more general dimen-

sions. Locus of conËrol is one such dimension that will be shown

Ëo involve this prediction over varied situations.



Basically, need potential, need value and freedom of

movement are broader classifications of behavior potential,

reinforcement value and expectancy used in the previously

explained approach to prediction in particular situations.

This approach is more generalized and less specific than the

situational approach. The term need potential refers to "the

mean potentiality of a grouP of behavior potentials" (Rotter,

Chance & Phares, L972, p.11). Need value is defined as the

mean preference value of a set of functionaLLy related reinforce-

ments. This can be viewed as essentially the same as reinforcement

value but on a more encompassing level than reinforcement value.

Finally, freedom of movement, similar to situational expectancy,

refers to the anticipation of satisfaction as a function of employ-

ing a set of behaviors directed at a set of potential reinforcements.

Generalized expectancies for particular beha-¡iors which in turn

lead to particular reinforcements define a need. These generalized

expectancies extend across different need areas (Rotters , L967).

Two forms of "generalLzed" expectancies discussed by Rotter ,;, ::,

(1954) are interpersonal trust and locus of control. Man, being a

social animal, tends to categorize on many dimensions of which

these are two. To trust in an individual or not can be a char- ,-.,;,,.,i

acteristic that generalizes across situations and thus be impor-

tant for subsequent behavior. The valence of this characteristic

.dependSupo1ttheperson,S1earninghistory.Simi1arLy,one,S

belief in whether the evenLs in one's lif e are a consequence of 
,,,,,. 

,,

his behaviors or unrelated to his behaviors can also genetaLíze I "'

4



across situations (RoLter, L966, L975). This Latter dimension,

locus of control, shall be looked at in more depth.

Locus of Control

The degree to which a Person feels that his reinforce-

ments are under his o\nm control will influence the way in which

an individual interprets evenLs and reinforcements that occur

with respect to himself. Rotter (1966) introduced the terms

internal and external control to differentiate individuals on

the degree to which they feel in control of their reinforcements.

Internal control refers to the perception that an "event is

contingent upon (one's) own behavior" (Rotter, L966, p. 1). If

the reinforcement following an action is perceived as "not being

entirely contingent upon (one's) actions, then...it ís typically

perceived as the result of luck, chance, fate; as under the con-

trol of powerful others" (Rotter , L966, p. 1) . This perception

refers to an external locus of control. Rotter (L966) hypoth-

esLzed that an individual's generalized expectancy pertaining

Ëo causal relationships would have an effect on numerous behav-

iors in diverse situations as v¡el-l as being related to many

personality dimensions. Evidence strongly supports this (e.9.,

Joe, L97L; Prociuk & Lussier, L975).

The I-E Scale in Relation to Ethnic Group and Personalitv

Differences

Ethnic group differences. Negroes and lower social-

economic class members have been shown to generally feel in

less control of their reinforcements (Battle & Rotter, L963;

1,.:-l:'t':,...:r':,!:rt:
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Lefcourt & Ladwig, L965, L966) . Scott and Phelan (L969) found

more internality among unemployed whites than Mexicans or

Blacks. Furthermore, Tyler and Hobsinger (Lg75) report data 
,.,....,,

indicating that rural American Indian children are more external : ' :1

than American white children. These data are intuitively logi-

cal. Oppressed or less fortunate individuals who do not have 
, :

the opportunity to maintain good health or receive an education, i,,':,,i,.

should indeed be externally oriented. Very few reinforcements

are in their personal control under these circumstances. Hsieh,

Shybert and Lotsof (L969) found higher externa.lity among American

Chinese and Hong Kong Chinese in contrast to American whites.

The authors explain this cultural difference in terms of the

"situation -centered" Chinese personality in a culture where status 
l

quo and kinship are very important.

Personality differences. Hersch and Schiebe (L967) found 
i

several relaLionships among locus of control and the California

Personality Inventory (CPI) as well as the Adjective Check List

(ACL). On the ACL internals saT^7 themselves as asserting, achiev-

irg, powerful, independent, industrious, tnd effective. Externals

categorized themselves as powerless, inactive, and non-achieving.

On the CPI, internals scored higher on the dominance, toleranee,

sociability, good impression and well being scales than did

externals. Gough (1974) recently replicated these findings Per-

taining to the CPI with a sample of 361 individuals. Scott and

Severance (1975) found similar results using the CPI and MMPI in

a non-academic environment. Their sample consisted of ma1es,

heterogeneous in age and education level. Externals have been



found to report more aggressiveness (AbramowLtz, L969),

hostility (!üilliams & Vantress , L969; Tolor & Leblanc, L97L) 
'

and to be more prone to attempt suicide (!üilliams & Nickels,

L969) than internals.

Extensive work on self esteem has yielded evidence indi-

cating that internals have a more positive self concept and have

generally a higher level- of self esteem (Fish & Karabenick, L97L;

Ryckman and Sherman, L973; Hannah, L973, Organ, L973). Externals

tend to be Larger risk takers (Julian, Lichtman & Ryckman, L968),

lack self confidence (To1or & Reznikoff, L967), and believe more

in the supernatural (Scheidt, L973) than internals. Furthermore,

several studies suggest that internals see themselves and others

as more responsible for the outcomes of their behaviors (Sosis,

Lg74; Phares & Lamiell, lg75) and use humor of many forms (super-

iority hr-mor, tension-relief humor, and social humor) to reflecË

lack of involvement in a Ëask when they receive negative feedback

(Lefcourt, Sordoni & Sordoni, L974; Lefcourt, Antrobious & Hogg,

Le74).

Considerable research has evolved investigating the rela-

tionship between locus of control and anxiety. Externals have been

found to generally extribit more anxiety (Butterfield, L964; Feather,

Lg67; I{aËson, Lg67; Ray and Katahn, 1968; and Strassberg, L973).

Tolor and Reznikoff (1967) and Berman and Hays (1973) found Ëhat

externals reported more overt death anxiety than did internals.

Emmelkamp and Cohen-Kettenis (L975) report data indicating a posi-

tive relationship among externality, depression and phobic anxiety.



Furthermore, Himrichsen and Ross (L975) found that externals are

more anxious than internals when in a low stress situation.

I,rlatson (L967) states, paraphrasing Mandler and l{atson (L966) ,

"individuals who score ín the external direction on the locus of

control (LC) sôale will tend to be more anxious than those who

score in the internal direction, because the latter group will

more often appraise the world as one in which they can complete

organLzed response sequences" (p. 91) . Based uPon these studies,

internals appear to be less anxious, more capable of showing a

cotrstructiVe resPonse seL when necessary and less concerned

with f.ear of failure than externals.

Locus of Control in Relation to Insight, Need for Control

and Resistance to Influence

The evidence in the literature indicates thaL internals

are generally less anxious about situations in which they become

involved. One would e>çpect therefore that internals would be

, more cautious and calculating in their ventures than externals

(Lefcourt, 1972). Julian and Katz (f968) and Rolter and Mulry

(1965) report evidence thaË internals require more time to make

I a decision than externals if the task is skill oriented or

involves a difficult decision. The evidence here appears to

indicate that internals are more insightful and attentive.

Internals appear to know what is important to them and become

particularly attentive when the task at hand involves using

ì their skill and is not chance determined.



Davis and Phares (L967> found that internals showed

greater information seeking behavior than externals. The

subjects in this study r¡lere led to believe that they \dere to 
i,,,,,,,a,.,;,,i;,,

convince another individual on some issue pertaining to the

Víet Nam VJar. The dependent measure of interest was the

number of quèstions asked by the subject with regards to the 
::,:j:.1

person he was to influence and the number of questions asked :, l':

about the experiment. One group of subj ects T¡ras informed that 
;:,::.,:i,

skill was important in being successful. Another grouP received i

:

chance instructions about the same task and a third group 
i

received no instructions at all. In the skill grouP and the i

r

no information group, internals \rüere more insightful and sought 
i

1

more information. No difference \iras found for the chance group 
i

i

phares (1968) found that externals in contrast to internals r^7ere 
i

I

not as effective ín using previously learned information. Each 
I

subject had learned a series of information "bíts" pertaining to

facts about four males a week perviously. Subjects \¡7ere then :,,,,,,,,,

required to guess which of eight girls and teir occupations ,',',',
: 1.:..::

matched with each man and to indicate the reasons for their choice

The dependenË measures here r/üere number of reasons used and number

of correct responses given. The results indicated that more 
r:;i,:,,,

correct responses and more reasons overall v/ere found to be f,'.','',.'¡.''

attributable to internals Lhan externals. Similar results r,rere

found by lüilliams and Stark (L972) who used the number of

questions about the experiment and the procedure as an oper-

ational definition of informaLior, seeking behavior. Pines (L973) ; '

9
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reported data indicating that internals respond better than

externals to task opportunities involving originality. He

also reported that internals used extra time given for the

task more efficiently than did externals as evidenced by ,,,,',,.,

their organization.

Lefcourt, Lewis and Silverman (1968) found significant

differences between internals and externals oh attention related. :.,:; ::

responses. Internals who perceived the task as skill oriented ¡"::';t"'"
:

claimed to use more task relevant responses than when the task i,:..,.:,,:.,::,
r- :._ ' .

\¡7aSperceivedtobechanceoriented.Sma11differenceSwere
found with externals. The dependent measure rnras decision time 

r

and internals \,vere found. to delíberate more in the skill situ- 
',

atÍon than externals. l'
l

Several studies indicate that a variable that could be 
i

:

termed "perceptual sensitivity" is affected by the locus of 
ì

contro1conStruct.LefcourtandI,rIine(L969)1ookedathow

internals versus externals use cues elicited from an individual

with whom they are interacting for future behavior. The focus ;,'.,:,,1,,.,',

,t''t.',., .

here was on insight and attentiveness. The task involved ':',:,,,1.,

interacting with an individual who \das extremely flighty in his 
: ' '

eye contact and, also interacting with a person whose eye contacË

v¡as "normal". The authors hypothesized. that internals would 
,,,,,,,,,.

attend more to the qtLzzicaL target person due to the curiosity ::;::':

his behavior should have aroused. The results supported this

hypothesis. Internals not only gazed at the "elusive" partner

more than externals buË Ëhey also looked at all interacting 
;" ''"r""'partners with a greater frequency. ude and vogler (1969) found
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that internals \^Iere superior to externals in discovering the

contingencies of reinforcement used in a light pattern task'

Ducette and Inlolke (1973) found that on problem-solving 
,,,,:.,,,,,,...,

tasks, inLernals appeared to pick up highly covert cues from

the experimenters which indicated the rules involved in com-

pleting the tasks. This occurred when the experimenters emitted 
,i;,';,,;¡,,,:.,r.r,,

overt non-verbal cues as well as when they lvere instructed to r:':::r:,:r, 
':

give no cues ax al-l. Ducette and i^Iolke (Lg74) found further 
t...,.r.',;,::,,:,,:-:'::i.::l:-::.

supportiveevidenceforthis''perceptua1SenSitivity''hypothesís

in a study involving error detection. The task involved reporting

errors in a written paragraph. Internals exhibited a more effi-

cient scanning strategy than did externals (intensional task) 
i

They also used other information drawn from the paragraph more 
I

ì

effectively (incidenLal learning task) than externals, although 
i
l

they vrere not informed that this information would be assessed. 
i

i

Internals have also been found to desire a general 
l

environmental control (Phares , Lg65; Seeman, L963; Seeman & Evans, ¡.,,,;,1'',","ì:_.:.;t: :r::.: :-. :. 
,::

Lg62) as measured by initiative and effort. Seeman (1963) found i,'.¡r,,.',,,.,,,,,¡,:
.: .::.; r.-1:-, :::::::

that internals recalled information relevant to their owTl Personal

control more so than externals. In a study by Phares (1965) , ''*i

internalsandexterna1Sattemptedtochangetheattitudeof
i':'.i ' 

:'tt;:t' ' '

another individual and, as r¡ras hypothesized, internals were more l:i:':i::::ì::;::r':

successful at the task than externals. Julian and KaXz (L966)

found that internals desired personal control over control by a

competent other in a task resulting in reward. Externals, in

contrast T,Íere willing to rely on the competent other. ;,.:',: ',ill_: ::,..
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Further evidence for the internal's desire to control

his own behavior and life events comes from research on atti-

tudes towards emotional versus physical disorders. It was

hypothesLzed by MacDonald and Hall (L969) that internals would

react more strongly to an emotional disorder than a physical

disorder as it would decrease their level of personal control.

Four forms of disabilities were rated by 50 healthy students in

six personal-social areas. Internals viewed emotional disorders

as more disabling than externals. MacDonald and Hal1 (L97L)

replicated this latter finding and also reported than externals

found non-emotional disorders to be more debilitating than did

internals.
Studies by Clouser and Hjelle (1970) and Sherman, Pelletier

and Ryckman (1973) indicate that external control is positively

related to dogmatism. According to Rokeach (1960), âs the

individual becomes more closed he becomes more defensive against

anxiety and reliant "on arbitr ary reinforcemenLs derived from an

external authority" (Clouser and Hjelle, L970, p. 1006). An

extension of this research on dogmatism could be to the area of

susceptibility to influence as this also involves external

authority.
Milgram (1963) demonstrated the power of influence and

that complicity to even outrageous demands is a coÏllmon phenonenon.

Logícally, locus of control should be related closely to this

topic of influence and conformity. Internals, who feel in con-

trol of their reinforcement and desire this control, coupled wiËh

their insightfulness, should be resistanË to aËtemPts at persua-

sion and influence.
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jìf¡.r; ìrì:/a1i

0de11 (1959) reported a significânt relationship between

locus of control and Barron's (1953) Independence of Judgement

Scale. Subjects high in externality hTere shown to exhibit more

conforming behavior and to be less autonomous in their judgements

than r¡rere internals. Also, Crowne and Liverant (1963) demon-

strated locus of-control-effects -in conforming situations using

the traditional Asch perceptual discrimination. On being requested

to bet on the accuracy of their predictions, externals tended to

conform more to group concensus than internals. They found that

low externals bet the same amount on both trials in which they

conformed and did not conform. High externals, on the other hand,

Lended to wager less on trials where they made an independent

judgement; thus indicating less confidence in their decisions.

Two studies using verbal conditioning paradigms (Getter,

Lg66; Strickland, 1970) found significant I-E differences. Getter

(L966) found that externals \,üere more capable of being conditioned,

while Strickland (L970) reported that internals who vüere aware of

the conditioning paradigm in effect reacted counter to this and

thus \^rere resistant to conditioning attempts. Gore (1963) inves-

tigated Rotter's (L966) claim that internals would resist subtle

suggestion. Gore used the Thematic Apperception Test (TAT) as

her instrument with the length of story produeed by the subject

as the dependent variable. Three inf luence conditions \,vere

employed - overt (verbal reinforcemenLs), covert (facial expres-

sions and gesËures), and no influence. She found that internals

produced shorLer stories in the covert influence condition but

no further I-E differences vzere found that vrere significant.
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The author suggested that perhaps internals will react only to

subtle influence attempts, consistent with Rotterrs (L966)

theoretieal position.

These results \^Iere further investigated by Bíondo and

MacDonald (L97L) who also expected internals and externals to

be differentially affected by influence attempts but questioned

whether subtly was a necessary parameter. Gore (L962) stated

"perhaps the externals perceived reinforcement in both the overt

and the coverL condiËions to be under the control of others.

This would be consistent with their generalized expecLancies

that control of events is due Ëo forces outside themselves"

(Gore, L962, p. 40g). Biondo and MacDonald (f971) state thaË

to be consistent with the theoretieal aspects of locus of control,

inLernals should reacL to both influence attempts of an overt or

a coverL naËuJe. The data from the literature on need for conLrol

(e.g., MacDonald & Hall , lgTL) would also support such a predic'

tion. Biondo and MacDonald (1971) contended that rnild overt

influence would produce less reacLance in internals than subtle

forms of influence. Also, though, they predicted that Ëhere

would be more reactance for inËernals when influence r^7as ?)

subtle b) overt and c) of relevance in ter'ms of outcome. The

experiment involved rating procedural changes in course grading

on scales measuring the viability of the proposed change, the

felt importance of the issue, and the felt competence of Ëhe

researcher. Three levels of influence (none, 1ow, and high)

r¡rere manipulated via the instructional set. Subjects had been

preËested on their opinions of the procedural change suggested
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prior to the influence conditíons. Collapsing across condi-

tions, internals manifested reactance and externals conformed.

More specif ic aLLy, in the 1ow inf luence condition externals 
i:,,,,:,,

conformed while internals did not change. However , Ln the :'' :

high influence condition internals not only did not conform

but exhibited reactance while externals again exhibited con- 
. ,,,

forming behavior. In surlrrnary, externals conformed under both r;.,t','

levels of influence while internals displayed react,ance only i,--.- ,1 ,-''-'
t':::: -

under high influence. Elaborating on this further, Cherulnik
l

and Citrin (L974) found that internals exhibted more reactance t,

to a personal elimination of freedom in contrast to an impersonal 
:

i

elimination of freedom 
i

Doctor (1971), again, researching subtle forms of influ- r

r

ence reported that inLernals TÂzere more resistant to influence i

of Lhis form than r^rere externals. The task employed in this study 
i
'

ínvolved a sentence completion design where particular pronouns

r,rere reinforced under varying contingencies. Overall, exËernal" ,.,,,,,,,,

accounËed for the majority of the variance by evidencing signifi- 
,,., ,

cantly greater gains ín perfonnance than internals. Subsequent 
"'''''.':'

reports of awareness r^rere used as a method of dividing the sub-

jects into índependerrt Eroups. Externals who \,rere aware of the

conditioning paradigm accolmted for the effecË in contrast to i' ,:",

a\^rare internals, controls and unaware subj ects over both grouPs.

These latLer groups showed no significant change in frequency of

reinforced responses over trials. Doctor's (L97L) study again

shows a resístance to influence, ín this case subtle influence. 
¡,,,.;';r,
i.a.-'.-.
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Sherman (L973) found that externals would change opinion

more than internals and that internals show a negativism toward 
'::,::,,::::

persuasion. Internals have however been shown to change their ' ;':::

opinions when involved in counterattitudinal essay writing. IË

is important here to note that this is consistent with the locus 
.,, ,

of control construcË and indeed lends construct valídity to it. ',::" j.

Since it appears that internals assume respoó.sibility for their r,::i:. :::

i .:i',,,'.r',

actions (Phares, I^Iilson &-Klyver, L}TL; Sosis , L974; Phares &

Lamiell, L975), it is quite consistent that they should exhibit

an atËitude change under the dissonant condition of having to 
l

wriËe some'thing in conflict with their personal' points of view 
i

I

The status of an individual attempting to influenee opinion 
i

rnras shown to have differential effects on internals and externals 
l

l

by Ritchie and Phares (L969). The authors indicate that atËitude 
:

change can be influenced by a personality factor and decided to

investigate this effect in relation to locus of control. The 
i,,.,:,,.,,.,,

study involved attempts at changing opinion on a political issue ,:,,,,,.i
. ,.,-,'., . ,

Ritchie and Phares (1969) found that externals were more suscep- :' ::

tible to change under the high sLaËus (political figure) than the

low status (college soprrlomore) condition. Internals did not sig-

nificantly change their attitudes over the testing periods. Mclnnies 
1,..,.,,,,,:,.'J.:: 1

and trIard (L974) investigated source credibility and persuasion in

five cultures and found a credibility by I-E interaction in the

United SLates only. Externals again showed more change under high

prestige conditions. 
: ,' ' ,'
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Research on smoking behavior has yielded inconsistent

results. Straits and SechresË (1963) as well as James, l,Iood-

ruf.f. and tr'lerner (1965) researched locus of. control differences

in smoking behavior following the U.S.P.H.S. Surgeon General's

report linking.cancer with smoking. They found more,.quitting -

behavior among internals, suggesting that these individuals

are noË completely resistant to persuasion. In contrast to

this finding Lichenstein and Keutzer (L967), LefcourË (f965)

and Rutner (L967) failed to show any such differences. The

inconsistent d.at,a m¡y .be a result of. a confounding of the

variables of need for control and resistance Ëo influence

attempts. Locus of control Ëheory would predict that an inter-

nal should desire eontrol over himself and the environment and

concomiLantly be resistant Ëo influence. It should be noted

that these studies took place fairly shortly after the report

of the Surgeon General was released. The temporal proximity of

the studies to the reporË could have had an effect such thaË

resistance to persuasion was operative. A longditudinal

approach would be of interest in this area.

In surnmãEy, the daËa gathered from these studies clearly

indicates Ëhat externals exhibit more conforming behavior than

do internals. Internals in conËrast are more independent in

Ëheir decision processes and resist attempts aÈ persuasion.
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Ethnic Sterotyping

Lippman (Lg22) coined the term ',stereotype,, and since

then a prolific amount of literature has ensued. speaking very

generally, Lippman states "in the great blooming, buzzing,

confusion of the outer world we pick out what our culture has

already defined for us, and we tend to perceive that which we

have picked out in the form stereotyped for us by our culture"
(p. 55). Lippman characte'rLzed stereotypes as being rigid,
illogically reasoned and factually incorrect. Most research in
the pasË has used at least one of. these d.efinitions of stereo-

types in the studies

Regardless of the definition employed, the technique

almost singularly used to assess stereotypes is that devised

by Katz and Braly (1933). This initial study involved 100

Princeton students who were required to list the traits thaË

they felt r¡rere most characËeristic of 10 ethnic groups. These

groups comprised ltalians, Chinese, Negroes, Jews, Germans,

English, Americans, Japanese, Irísh and Turks. The raters \^rere

provided with eighty-four traits and they rivere allowed the

opportunity to add more if they so desired. Upon completion

of the rating task, the subjects r^rere requested Ëo "sËar" the

five mosË characteristic traiËs applicable to each nationality.
The stereotypes r{ere deËermined by compiling the Lwelve Ëraits
that occurred with the highest frequency for each group. the

definiteness of the stereotypes \¡ras assessed by ealculating Ëhe

least number of traits Ëhat would includ.e 507" of the votes cast.
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For perfect agreement to have occurred 2.5 traits would have

received 50% of the votes cast f.ot a specific nationality.

By f.ar the Katz and Braly measuring approach has been unrivaled

in its incidence of use

The dimensions most commonly used to describe stereo

types aTe content (traits used), uniformity (agreement),

direction (favorable versus unfavorable), and intensity (degree

of favorableness - unfavourableness) (Edwards , lg4}).

The content of the actual traits used in stereotyping

has remained quite stable since the work of KaXz and Braly

(1933). A classic example of this can be seen in the two

replications of the original Katz and Braly (1933) study at

the same university by Gilbert (1951) and Karlins, Coffman and

Inlalters (Lg6g). The time span elapsed here is 36 years. Over

the three temporally spaced studies the actual trait attribu-

tions have remained quite consistent. Supportive evidenee for

the consisteney of traits was also found by CenËers (f951) who

reported a high degree of success (70%) among subjects in

matching ethnic grouPs with the traits found by Katz and Braly

(1933) . There have been some smal1 changes. The changes in

stereotyping traits that have occurred are with such nationali-

ties as the Japanese, aPParently as a result of tr{orld l¡Iar Two

(Seago, L947).

Uniformity has been measured via the KaËz and Braly

technique (1933) as well as by the frequency of individual

traiËs assigned a group. Gilbert (1951) and Karlins, Coffman

and trIalËers (1969), resPecËively, found that uniformíty decreased

L9



in 1951 but increased in L969. Uniformity has also been shown

to increase with familiarity (e.9., Katz & Braly, L933; Shoen-

feld, L942; Gilbert, 1951).

. Intensity in previous research has been seen ín terms of

Lhe degree, of favorableness of a cluster of traits of a national

group in general (e.9., Vinacke, L956; Taft, L959). It seems

likely that the intensiËy is a consequence of individual atti-

tude rather than an inherent characteristic of stereotypes

Ëhemselves (Cauthern, Robinson, & Krause, L97L). These authors

support this claim by indicaÊíng thaL both low and high-preju-

dice individuals have been shown to hold stereotypes but high

prejudice individuals are more likely to hold intense stereo-

types (Cauthern, Robinson, & Krause, l97L).

Directionality has been generally assessed in a similar

r^ray as intensLLy, that is, dependent upon the favourableness

or unfavorableness of the traits.

Rationale and StatemenË of the Problem

Based upon previous studies with locus of control and

insight and information seeking (e.g., Davis & Phares, L967),

need for control (Phares , L965), dogmatism (e. g. , Clouser & IIj el-le

L970), and conformity and resisLance to persuasion (e.g., Biondo

& MacDonald, L97l), êD attempt was made to extend the applica-

bility of locus of control to the phenomenon of eLhnic stereo-

typing.

20

, ....:
l:. .'.r:.
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It is suggested that endorsing an ethnic stereotype con-

stitutes a form of conformity or suscePtibility to influence.

This influence is on a cultural level generated largely through

our mass media, in particular, television. Williams (L974) in

discussing mass communication, contends that if most people aTe

seen as masses or crowds then they.can easily be influenced. The

influence of television has been demonstrated in such areas as

commercials (McNeal, Lg6g), agg1ession (Krels , L973; Rubenstein,

Lg74), knowledge of polítical affairs such as \¡Iatergate (Robin-

son, Lg74) and in frequency of visiting crisis intervention

centers (Holding, L974) .

Furthermore, several studies have demonstrated the influ-

ence that television holds uPon sex stereotypes, stereotyPes of

the aged and ethnic stereotypes. Streicher (L974) and Tedesco

(Lg74) reporË evidence indicating thaL there is a great deal of

sex role sËereotyping in cartoons and in prime time viewing' In

a review of sex role sLereotyping in television, Busly (1975)

maintains thaË sex roles have remained traditional except perhaPs

for the academic cornmunity. On stereotyping of the aged, Hess

(Lg74) states "although the condition of the aged is indeed more

deprived than of younger cohorts. . .many negative sËereotyPes are

clearly noË sl-lPported by the research data" (p' 77) '

Vidmar and Rokeach (Lg74) investigaËed the effects of "Al1

in the Family" on ethnic stereotypes and prejudicial attitudes

and stated, "411 too many viewers saw nothing wrong with Archie's

use of racial and ethnic slurs" (p. 42). Many individuals actu-

a1ly saw Archie as the victor in his confrontations with
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"liberal", Meathead. These findings cast doubt on Norman

Lear's contention thaL by mixing humor with bigotry yields a

cathartic reduction of bigotry. Furthelmore, Sanders (L972)

charges that children are novr using old ethnic and racial slurs

picked up from that "lovable bígot", Archie Bunker-

Through our situation comedies, coiltmercials, and dramas

T¡re see this form of stereotypíng where ethnie grouPs are cast

into specific life roles. The dock worker who suffers head-

aches is portrayed as Ïtalian by his name and is then seen to

be loud and boisterous. Blacks are often cast in roles consis-

tent with theír stereotype of ostentatious, musical and pleasure-

loving. These consLitute only a few examples of this form of

prograûming.

In surünary, based upon the evídence on the influence of

the mass media and the stereotyping witnessed through the mass

media, it is possible that in agreeing with a cultural-ly dictated

stereotype that we are in effect conforming to cultural norms.

The presenË research was primarily aimed aË assessing the

relationship between the personality variable of locus of control

as measured by Rotter's (L966) I-E scale and stereotyPing as

measured by an extensively modified version of the traditional

Katz and Braly (1933) stereotypic measuremenL scale. Internals

T^7ere expected Ëo use stereotypes less than externals due Ëo their

insightfulness, need Ëo control, resisLance to influence, and

non-dogmatic Personalities. Externals, on the other hand, r^7ere

expected -Ëo conforn more to the cultural behavior of sËereoËyping.
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The only study to date that apparently used locus of control

in relation to stereotyping was carried out by Parsons, Schníeder

and Hansen (L970). This research, ho\,vever, measured only the :.,, ,,:,
attitudes of students in Denmark and the United States as to

each other's internality and externalí:uy.

Three issues in the f ield of stereotyping are relevant 
.:,,:.:,,.,:,,.,,.,,:

to the present research. These are (1) the relationship between : " 
'

stereotyping and social desirability , (2) the methodology 
;.,;, 

:,. .,..,,,,r

employed by most stereotyping research, and (3) varying theo-

retica1coneeptuaLLzationsofthestereotype.
Socia1desirab1itysethasrecent1ybeenfoundtobe

related to sËereotyping. I^Ieiss (L97Sa)presented adjective pairs

to subjects who were instructed to pick the words typically I

applicable to Jews. !üord.s \^7ere favorable and unfavorable as

well as relevant and nonrelevant to the Jewish stereotype. A ;

positivecorre1ation(r=.89)\^7aSfoundbetweenfavorabi1ity
'

value of non-relevanË words and the frequency selected. I^Ieiss i,::,,;';.,,:';,,,:;'¡,

(1975b) recently replicated the finding with graduate students 
....,,,,,,,,,,,ra,,':,

from New York City but with reference to a less familiar group :

(Japanese). The author states that this "provides an indication

of the generality of the effecË of social desirability set in 
¡,.,,,:.,;,,,,,,,

stereotype measurement across different ethnic groups" (p. 858) :: :::.'

The Katz and Braly teehnique has been used almost

exclusively in past research but has of recenË been criticized

o11 Ëhe grounds of forcing individuals to make generalizations.

Ehrli-ch and Rinehart (1965) found that when an open-ended format ,.1 ,, ',,,,, ,,'
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\Ázas used, less traits \,üere assigned to each respective group

than under the traditionaL Katz and Braly procedure. Further-

more, in the past, the degree of stereotyping or a stereotype

score has rarely been employed. Intensity has generally

referred to the favorableness of the trait descriptions. The

present research attempted to overcome these apparent short-
comings

The conceptual framework as to what is involved in

stereotyping has taken several different routes. Stereotypes

have been viewed as incorrect generalizatLons (e.g., Rokeach,

1968) yet this implies that validity criterion is available,

while in most cases, factual information is unavailable.

Stereotypes have also been viewed as a misuse of categories

and concepts (Secord, L959; Vinacke, L957). Secord (1959)

stated "a stereotype is commonly thought of as involving a

categorical response; i.e., membership in a category is suf-

ficient Ëo evoke the judgement that the stimulus person posses-

ses all the aËËributes belonging to that category" (p. 309).

Stereotypes have also been seen as the product of faulty thought

processes. Either the process in itself is seen as faulty or

the individual's basis of acquisition is not accepËable, such

as a rumor or hearsay (Brigham, I97L). StereoËypes are also

seen as Ëhe result of rÍgidity by many theorists (e.g., Rokeach,

1960). Fishman (1956) pointed out Lhat rigidity applies when a

stereotype is not altered in the event of new information or

changes in needs and interests and focus of inEeraction.
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One cornmon theme runs throughout the many different

conceptualizations of what is entailed in stereotyPing that

have been used in the past. This is that stereotypes are seen

as in one form or another unjustified (Brigham, L97L). One

could also maintain that a lack of insight pervades all of the

approaches to stereotyping as well. Rigidí-iuy, dogmatism,

f.auLty thought processes, overgeneraLLzatLons and misuse of

concepts would not likely occur with insight and information

seeking behavior. Brigham (L97L) states, "it could be predieted ,,',,,,,

that stereotypes based on conformity to social norms would be

susceptible to change through 'reality oriented' techniques.

For sLereotypes that serve an ego defensive function...insight

could be expected to be effective as an agent of change" (p. 30) .

. IL seems that such faetors as information search, insight and

degree of conformity are central in :the study of stereotyping

behavior.

In addition, there exists a logical connection between

soeial learning theory from which locus of control was derived

and stereotyping behavior. Vinacke (1957) proposed that sËereo- ,,,1

types involved the use of concept sysËems. Vinacke points out

Ëhat concepËs involve intentional as well as extensional proper-

ties. Intentional properties refer to the unique experience of

a person which make the concept persona1-i-zed. Extensional

properties àre those upon which most people would agree such as

co1ororrace.Underthisparadigm,SËereotypinginvo1vesusing

intentional properties such as personaliËy traits in extensional

terms. Personality traits are thus generali zed across naËional- ' .l'

ities, Vinacke (1957) states, "stereotyPes can be accepted as Ì
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an inevitable consequence of social learning as the means whereby

kinds of objects (persons) are classified on the basis of per-

ceived properties, thus facilitating meaningful response to

those objects" (p. 24L).

Exlending this reasoning further, if we also look aË

stereotyping in terms of overgeneralizations (e.9., Gilbert,

1951; Rokeach, L968), a link can be drav¡n between the over-

generalizations involved in stereotyPing and generaLLzed,

expectancies drawn from social learning theory. In this way

it is possible to operaLionaLLze stereotyping in a framework

consistent with social learning theory. Ït is suggested that

a stereotype can be viewed as a form of a generalized expectancy.

It will be recalled thaË a generaLized exPectancy is a broad

concept operative over a wide varieËy of situations. Two such

expectancies thaË have been empirically tested are interpersonal

trusË and locus of conËrol. Both interpersonal trust and locus

of control involve expecËancies, the former referring to

expecLancies about anoLher's behavior and the latter referring

to expectancies pertaining to one's reinforcemenË. StereoEyping

may also involve a generaLLzed expectancy, in particular, a

generalized expecËancy of a nationality's personality traits

applicable over a wide variety of situations.

In attempting Ëo relate the internal-external locus of

control dimension Ëo ethnic sËereotyping, the I-E dimension was

assessed using Rotterts I-E scale and stereotyping rltTas measured

via a modified version of the Katz and Braly (1933) technique

which produces stereoËype scores for each individual. Ilsing this

l,'.
lì;::-:rr:
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procedure the degree of intensity of stereotyping can be

assessed and secondly, the scale does not force the individ.ual

to stereotype as there is the option of rating traits in terms 1,..,.-,",

of degree of applicability and not simply as "applicable" or

"non-app1icable". l

Gard.ner, Kírby, Gorospe and Villamin (Lg72) have used ¡,..,,;.,,',:
l' ':.:

a quantitative form of a stereotype score but their paradigm 
ì:,i::r:,:

differs from the approach used in the present research. The i;:'r;:r'

StereotypeDifferentia1(Gardner,êtaL.,Lg72)requires

subjects to rate ethnic group labels on a series of bi-polar

traiE-descriptive adjective scales. The t-statistic is used

to test for differences from a neutral position. SLereotypes

are defined in terms of concensus and indexed by extreme polar-

ity of ratíngs (Gardner eË aL., L972). The present research

did not use bi-polar scales but instead used a simple 0-7

rating of fewer adjectives, which allowed a wider response

range, a shorter format, and forced the subjects to write their

response down instead of using a circling or checking technique.

More importantly, the present scale allows for the choice to

rate each trait in degree of applicabilÍty

A bi-polar scale forces one to sËereotype and furthermore

forces a choice between traits. It is felt that this is a rele-

vant point as two bi-polar opposites may be seen as applicable

Ëo the same degree when dealing with an entire naËionality.
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Since social desirability is apparenLly related to both

locus of control (e.g., Cone, L97L; Vuchinich & Bass, L974) and

stereotypíng (Vüeiss' Lg75a, Lg75b) an attempt was made to control 
t,.-,,;.,:,,,,;.,,,,,

for this variable in the design of the experiment. -" ":':-:

Based upon the previous discussions of locus of control

and stereotyping, several predictíons v/ere made. To summarize,

internals tend to show less conformity and be more ind.ependent i:i:,,:1t',::;,:,',",',
i .l: ' : .. : :.: .:..

in their judgments (odell , L959). They also tend Lo desire a 
r.:,.;.,i,;;:..,,.,;,,,
i. -' . .- 

"::: : ::

control over their environment (e. g. , Seeman, 1963) , seek rele- i ^ "::'. "'

vanl information (e.9., Phares, 1968), and be resistant to 
l
linfluence attempts (Biondo and MacDonald, L97L). It was pre- 
i

idicted then, that internals would be less likely to _stereotype 
i

as this would involve conforming to cultural persuasion. 
i

Ì

Furthermore, it will also be recalled that external" i'
l

have been found to be more dogmatic than internals using Rotter's 
i

i

I-E scale (Clouser & Iljelle , L}TO), ês well as Levonson's 
f

Internal, Powerful others and Chance (IPC) scale (Sherman, 
i:¡.,.,;:,.,,,,,;,':,,.;,

Pelletier & Ryckman, Lg73). Sheikh (1963 , Lg73) found evid.ence 
"",i""',""indicating that there is a relationship between dogmatism and 
1"";;';;:';'i'."'':";;';"'i,:t,

stereotyping. Individuals scoring high on Rokeach's Dogmatism

Scale (1960) tended to stereotype more so (as measured by a

version of the Katz and Braly paradigm) , than did low-dogmatic 
¡'::,,',;.. "',"|.:... ..'.'

individuals. Clouser and Hjelle (1970) in measuring dogmatism

for their study, also used Rokeach's Dogmatism Scale (1960)

Additionally, Clancy ( L972 ) found that high dogmatic individ-

uals stereoËyped occupations to a greater degree Ëhan did i.,,. : ,-

individuals scoring low on this dimension. Based upon these ij'r"'¡¡'¡'r":11
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studies it was expected that stereotyping would be related to

locus of. control. It was predicted that externals would

stereotype to a greater degree than internals. Furthermore,

since stereotypes are apparently engendered ín our culture
(e.9., mass medía) to a Large degree and since our medía

apparently has a large impact upon our informational input
and attitudes (e.g., Vidmar. & Rokeach, Lg74; Robinson, Lg74)

it was suggested that the effect of this form of influence
would be similar to that of a high status individual. Based

lrpon the research of Ritchie and Phares (Lg6g) on status and

influence attempts, this may accentuate the phenomenon of
stereotyping for externals.

Differential stereotyping should also be a.ugmented in
situations differing in amount of information held about each

respectíve nationality. !trhere information is minimal about a

national group, it was hypothesízed that internals should show

less stereotyping behavior than externals due to a lack of
relevant information necessary for the decision (e.g., Phares,

1968) .

,i: : ;.. -

Hypotheses

Hypothesis 1.

types as measured by

traits comprising the

Hypothesis la.

a greater degree than

trait attributions for

Externals will u.se more intense stereo-

the degree of trait attributions for the

group sËereotype.

Externals will stereotype, in general, to

internals as measured by the degree of
the toËal list of ËraiËs.
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Hypothesis 2. The

internals in stereotYPing

the degree of familiaritY

low.

difference between externals and

behavior will be accenLuated when

reported with the nationalities is

t:a
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CHAPTER TI

METHOD

Subj ects

The subjecLs lrrere 214 students enrolled in psychology

classes at the University of I'{anitoba. They consisLed of

three separate groups. There r,vere 25 males and 63 females

from an upper level summer session psychology course, 33 males

and 34 females from an introducËory psychology class and 2L

males and 38 females from a f.aLL session upper level psychology

course. All participation was voluntary

l

i Materials/Questionnaires
l, The measures used \Ârere Rotter's (1966) I-E scale, a
i

I modified version of lKatz and Braly's (1933) stereotype assess-
;

rnent battery and Edwards' (1957) Social DesirabiliËy scale.

Internal-External Scale. The I-E scale was developed

, by RotËer (L966) as a measure of locus of control. The scale

consisËs of 23 scored items and six buffer items. IË is scored

in the external direction.

The items for r-be I-E .sca]-e were "sampled wídely from

,l ¿ifferent life síËuations where locus of control attitudes might
I

be relevanË to behavior...It was developed as a broad gauge

instrr:ment--not an instrument to allow for very high prediction

in some specific situation...but rather Ëo allow f.or a low

¿legree of predicËion of behavior across a wide range of potential

situaËions'.' (Rotter , 1975 , p. 62) .
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Reliability measures have been quite consistent for the

r-E scale. using a period varying from one to two months,

Rotter (L966) reported coefficienrs of reliability of .49 ro
.83. Hersche and scheibe (L967) found very similar results.
Harrow and Ferrante (L967) reported the coefficient of relia-
bilíty to be .75 using a six week period. Internal consistency

measures reported by Rotter (L966) ranged from .65 to .79.
The relationship between locus of control and social

desirabilíty is less clear cut. Evidence for a nonsignificant
relationship using the Marlowe-Crowne Social Desirability Scale

\^ras found by Strickland (f 965) , Tolor (Lg67) and Tolor and

Jolowiec (1968). Present research though seems to indicate
that social desirability indeed does relate to the r-E scale
(Feather, 1967; Altrocchi, Palmer, Hellman & Davis, 1968; Cone,

L97L; Vuchinich & Bass, L974). Cone (1971) using Edwar_ds'

Social Desirability Scale found correlations of -.7A, -.47,-.46,
-.32, and '.29 with the r-E scale'for five samples--outpatients

of an army mental health clinic; two groups of army prisoners;
alcoholic inpatients and'a group of new career participants.
This indicates thaË individuals who score high on internality
also score high on social desirability.

Modified Katz and Bralv (1933) Technique. The original
measure used by Katz and Braly consisted of 84 traits that were

used to describe 10 nationalitíes. The raters used as many

traits as they felt \^/ere appticable and "starred" the five most

pertinenË traits. This' scale allowed no measures of degree or
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intensity of the stereotype other than ín terms of the direction.

The present study used 30 traits over all nationalities. These

30 traits remained constant and thus allowed for intergroup

comparisons. The choice of traits was based upon the most

frequently attributed traits found using tlne Kaxz and Braly

technique over recent years (Karlins, Coffman & üTalLers , Lg6g) .

The scale also allowed a choice of degree of applicability for

each trait on a Likert-type scale of O-7. One indicated very

low applicability and 7 indicaLed extensive applicability. A

zero indicated that the trait was noL applicable at all. Nine

of the same 10 nationalities as used by lKaxz and Braly (1933)

and many subsequent researchers \^rere employed in order to test

the validity of the new instrument. An item measuring the amount

of information in terms of personal conLact, research, or med.ia

information that the rater had about each nationality followed

after all nationalities r^rere presented, to avoid confounding the

trait attribuËions. Again, Likert-Ëype scales of 0 to 7 were

used with a 0 indicating no information and a 7 indicaËing very

extensive information.

Social Desirability Scale. The SD scale was developed

by Edwards (1957) to measure the tendency of subjects Ëo give

socially desirable responses. The 39 item scale was derived

from 150 items of the F, L, K scales (validity scales) and the

Anxiety scale of the MMPI. The mean for males r¡ras found Ëo be
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28.6 T/rith a standard deviation of 6.5 while for females the

mean was'27.1 with a standard deviation of 6.5 also.
Edwards' social Desirability scale (L957) \,r7as used due

to its pervasiveness in comparison to the Marlowe-Crowne Social
Desirab'ílity scale (M-c sDS) . Edwards, Diers, and tr{alker (L962)

found that when factor anal-yzLng 6L scales (58 from the MMpr)

the SD scale loaded .97 on the largesL factor (social desirability).
The M-C SDS loaded .28 on the same factor.

Procedure

The seríes of questionnaires r^7ere adminístered to three

separate samples of undergraduate psychology students at the

University of Manitoba with appropriate consent obtained. Subjects

participated voluntarily and \,rere informed that the data would be

strictly confidential and used only for the purposes of the

present research. The battery of questionnaires riüas handed out

and returned. in one folder so thaË no identification r^7as necessary.

An id.entification number r¡ras assigned on receipt of the materials.
The stereotype questionnaire was completed first with the

traits as well as the nationalities used on Êhis tesË in a

randomized order. Rotter's I-E Scale and E<lwards ' Social Desir-
ability Scale fo.llowed.

Edwards' (L957) Social Desirability Scale (SD scale) T¡ras

used to covary out any possible effects of social desirability
in the subsequenË analysis. This also allowed for a check of
the degree to which social desirability was relaËed to locus of
control.
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The entire testing period lasted approximately one hour.

Upon completion of the task all participants vüere debriefed as

to the purpose of the study and thanked for their participation.

Experimental Design

Subj ects r¡Iere divided into males and f emales and into

internals and externals. This latter division was based on a

median split before any male/female dichotomy was applied.

Subsequently, I-E scores for each sample r¡/ere correlated with

social desirability scores.

It was also necessar.y to assess exactly what the stereo-

Ëypes \^7ere for each nationality in each sample to determine con-

census with the stereotype. The traits comprising each nation-

ality's sLereotype IÁIere indicated by the five highest mean

intensíty scores. Five traits \,íere used to be consistent with

Katz and Braly (1933) . Following this, nationalíties hTere

divided into three levels of familiarity (low, medium, high)

based upon Ëhe mean familiarity scores for each nationaliËy. In

Ëhis wãy, each 1evel of familiarity consisted of three nation-

alities. Subsequently, each subject was placed in one of four

groups with respect to sex (2 levels) and I-E score (2 levels).

The maín analysis consisted-of a 2 x 2 x 3 x 3 x 5 analysís

of covariance with repeated measures on familiarity (3) 
'

nationality (3), and stereotyPe traits (5). Social desirability

(Edwards, L957) r¡ras the covariate. This analysis r¡ras performed

separately for each sample. The dependent variable was the

degree or inËensity of trait aËtributions.

35
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The subsequent analysis consisted of a 2 x 2 x 3 x 3 x 30

analysis of covariance. The between factors \,üere sex (2 levels)

and I-E score (2 levels). The repeated measures were on

familiarity (3), nationality (3), and all traits (30¡. The

covaríate again was social desirability.' Consistent with the

prevíous analysis, this analysis was employed separately for each

sample.

':

l':
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CHAPTER III

RESULTS

In all analyses, the three samples of data \¡/ere treated

separately. Hence, their results will be reported separately

throughout.

For each sample subjects rnrere labelled as internals and

externals based uPorì median splits. In each group this median

Ì¡ras 10. Also, there was a consistency in mean I-E scores and

corresponding standard deviations across the samples. Further-

more, these scores are consistent with Lhe normative daxa for

the I-E scale (Rotter,.L975). In sample one there \iüere 48

internals and 40 externals. In sample two there vTere 31 internals

and 36 externals. Finally, sample three consisted of 30 internals

and 29 externals. The variability in these cell frequencies is

due to the procedure of randomly assigning the individuals

scoring directly at the median on the I-E scale to the internal

or the external grouPs based upon a random numbers table.

The social desirability mean scores and standard deviations

ï^7ere also consistent with the norms for this scale and again r¡Iere

similar for all grouP.s- Subsequent Lo these breakdowns the

samples \,fere divided on the basis of sex. Table I .illustraËes

the means and sËandard deviations of the I-E scores for the

samples. Table 2 presents the means and standard deviations with

respect to the social desirability scores. Of the 25 males in

sample one, 16 were internals and 9 were externals while of the

63 females, 32 \¡rere classified as internals and 31 as externals.

l. -
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TABIE 1

I4eans and Standard Deviaticrns for I-E Scores by

Sæple and Sex

l"lales Fsrales

Sauple N l4eån SD N }4ean SD

1 25 10.280 4.306 63 10.508 4.697 I

i

2 33 10. 939 3 .49L 34 LO .286 4.56L 
i

3 2L L2.L43 4.7U+ 38 9.684 3.891 :

TABLE 2

I'Ieans ærd Stærdard Deviations for SD Scale Scores

By Sarryle and Sex

I&.1es Fæales

Sanple N l'þån SD N IßÆI sD ¡':;: :'1"'':

1 25 27.88 5.478 63 27.032 5.1+62

2 33 27.33 6.tß9 34 26.9L4 6.684

3 2L 26.952 4.674 38 28.L89 6.853
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In the second sample, of the 33 males, L6 were labelled internal
and L7 as external. There \^rere 15 internals and 19 external 

,

tt"t.'tt't"comprising the females of this sample. Of the 21 males in'
sample three there \,üere 9 internals and L2 externals. Of the

38 females in this sample the dichotomy resulted in 2L internal 
..,,., ,.,,

and, L7 externals. The total sample size was 2L4. ¡ii,t,',i'.,: ..t.

Correlational Analyses of I-E and Social Desirability Scores

In order to assess how social desirability and I-E \^rere

related in these samples separate correlations \,vere run both by

sample and by sample and sex. Sample one yielded a correlation 
i

of -.253 (g ¿ .05) between I-E and. social desirability. For 
I

males the correlation was low but significant (r : -.355,

p < .05) while for females the correlation was non-significant f

l

(r = -.2Lg, g).05). ',

Ihe overall correlation in sample Lwo was similar
(r: -.351, p_ <.05). For males and females the correlation

coefficients lvere -.301 (p > .05) and -.397 (g ( .05), respectively. ',,,r,,,

The results of this analysis for samptre three yielded again

a low but significant correlaLion between I-E and social desir-

ability (r : -.369, y (.05). For males the correlation 
i

coef ficíent was - .384 (p ) .05) while for females Ëhe coefficienË ¡':.'

\^ras - .364 (p < .05) .

,:..:.:,:'
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Stereotypes of the Nine Katz and Braly (1933) Nationalities

In order to firmly establish norms on which to base

concensus or conformity it was necessary to establish exactly

what the stereotypes at the University of Manitoba were of each

of the nine nationalities. This was done independently for each

sample. Using norms from another study may have resulted in

artifactual data due to possible changes in the group stereotype

of the particular nationalities in question. Furthermore,

assessing what the present stereotypes vÍere f.or each sarnple

allowed for a check of the scale as to whether it actually

measured what it was purported to and whether it would measure

this consistently. Results suggest that the scale has concurrent

validity as the stereotypes are consistent with past results and

the evidence also suggests that scale is reliable as results were

congruent between grouPs.

Table 3 presents the daËa on the nationality stereotypes

across groups. As was reported, subjects rated 30 personality

traits over 9 nationalities. The stereotype of each nationality

r^ras assessed by taking the five highest mean intensity scores for

each nationality. These five traiLs elicited from this analysis

constituted the group stereotype based upon concensus. This was

then done for each of the three samples. Table 3 presents the

five Lraits for each sample comprising the stereotypes of each

nationality as well as the numerical intensity values. The

stereotypes found by Karlins, Coffman and tr{alters' (L969), using

the Katz and Braly (1933) paradigm, are also reported Ëo shown

the similarities. Only the five most frequently cheeked items
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TABIE 3

Conqpariscn of Stereotype T?aits Using

Intensity Scores (Saples 1-3) and

Percentage Endorssrent Scores

Q{arlins, Coffrran & Trlalters , 1969)

Sarple 1

t\deån

Sarple 2

I4ean

Smple 3

IGån

Karlíns, Coffüran
& Inlalters (L969)

Percent

JAPAI{ESE

Ioyal to fanily ties
krdustrious
Scientifically minded
Tbadition lowing
Efficisrt
Courteous
Anfritior¡s

JEI,üS

Ioyal to fænily ties
Arbitious
Tradition loving
lhterialistic
Intelligørt
Pleasr.re lovíng
Shrev¡d
Very religious
Indr:sEious

NEGROES

Iú:sical
Pleasr-re-loving
Passionate
Intelligent
Ilappy-go-lucky
Aggressive
Ostentatior¡s
Artistic
I-azy

s.91
5.81
s.65
5.51
5.50

6.09
5.80
5.76
5. 63
5.52

5.42
5.01
4.49
4.33
4.L8

5.90
5.70
5.81
s.46
5.51

s.49
5.54

5.54

5.49
5.31

5.16
5.16

4.42
4.33
4.20

6.09
5. 88
5.68

s.70
5.70

5.97

5.56
s.59

5.53
5.25

4.s4
4.78

4.90

CcnrËirued. . .

23
57

27
22
33

tß

4.6

30

33

47
26

27

25

26

5.70
6.09
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1}BIÆ 3 (CONTINUED)

Sæple 1

I,Íean

Sarple 2

I,trean

Sauple 3

l4ean

Karlíns, Coffmn
& Inlalters (f969)

Percent

A}4RTCAT{S

lb.terialistic
Pleasr-re-lowing
Nationalistic
Aubitious
S cientif ically-mÍnded
Ostentatior:s
Indusúious
Intel-ligent

NGT-TSTl

Courteous
Sophisticated
Conservative
Nationalistic
Intelligent
Traditicn-lovirrg
Reserved
Fractical

ITALIANS

InyaL to family ties
Passionate
Pleasr.re-1ovíng
Tradition-lovÍng
Quid<-tæpered
A¡risfic
Iupulsive

IRTSTT

Quidc-terpered
Nationalistic
Very religious
T.oyal to fmily ties
Tbadition-lovÍng
Aggressive

5.56
5.34
5.25
4.92
5.09

Ccrntífl1ed...

5.89
5.4r
5.40
5.28
s.L4

5.93
s.70
5.33
5.37

5.40

4.9L
4.76
5.03
4.82
4;69

5.36
5.27
5.48
4.99
s.58

5.52

4.60
5.51
4.73
4.63

5.97
5.42
5.27
s.4L

5.28

5.31
5.32
5.20

5.24
s.14

6.10
5-I+L
5.t+L
5.42
s.66

67
28

42

23
20

47
53

23

4Ð
25

M
33

28
30
28

43
4L
27
23
25

5.18
5.O7
s.00
4.9L
4.83

5.02
5.01
4.88
4.6s
4.57

s.80
5.26
5.11
5.05
5.00
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TABLE 3 (æNTTNUED)

Karlins, Coffû'an
Sanplel Sanple2 Sanple3 &!,Ialters (L969)

I4ean }4ean l4ean Percent

CIT]NESE

I-oyal to family ties 5.88 5. 60 6.05
Naticnalistic 5.44 5.27 5.85
Tradition-lowing 5.42 5.28
Industrioirs 5.35 5.37
Efficierrt 5.2L 5.37
Scienti-fically-minded 5.25 5.42
Intelligent 4.97
Quiet
Meditative

GERMANS

Industrioi:s 5.48 5.24 5.L9
Scientifically-mirrded 5.41 4.02 5.15
Efficisrt 5.31 5. 13 5.19
Arnbitior:s 5.L4 5.L2
Intelligent 5.13 5.02
Nationalistic 4.96 4.95
Aggressive

Note: Sæp1e 1, Saple 2, and Sarple 3 reans are based on a scale frcm 0-7.
Ihe Karlins, Coffiman and trialters (1969) figtrres represent percentages
of í:ndirri&rals endorsÍng tJ:e traits.

50

32
23

23
2L

59
47
46

43
30

i::ì ' ';:::i:/.1.,:.:.1,
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are reported here along with the percentages of individuals

endorsing them. Though the present study used intensity ratiDBS,

very few new adjectives needed to be added to result in complete

overlap with the ôtereotypes assessed using percentage of endorse-

ment.

In each sample there is some variability with respect to

the traits used for each nationality's stereotype. This does

not present a problem but in fact avoids possible confounding.

Since Lhe important unit of investigation is intensity of sLereo-

typing it is necessary to measure intensity for each sample's

unique stereotypes which may differ to a small extent.

Figure I graphically indicates the consistent intensity

trend of the data. The focus of the present study, however, is

not directed to differences between individual nationalities in

terms of intensity ratings on traits. Nationalities are however

classified into three level-s ot'l the familiarity dimension.

Table 4 presents the nationalities ordered from low to high

familiarLxy, for each sarnpJ-e. Again, this was done on a post hoc

basis via the subjects' ratings so that classifications into

levels of .f ;:miliarity were made independently for each sample.

Again, this was necessary' in order to.accurately. order the

nationalities by familiarity for each sample. The divisions are

very consistent with those of Schoenfeld (L942), particularly

when categorized in three groups from unfamiliar to familiar.

Any small variation in order would not affect results as the

individual nationalities \Ârere not of interesË.
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Sample

Samp'le

Sampig

1

2

3_ ¡ _o _

MEAN

INTENSITY

scoREs

Jp Ch Ir Ng Gm Jw

Nationalities

Figure 1. Mean r.ntensity scores for NationaliËy stereotypes.
The nationalities are as follou¡s:

'It : IËalians, Jp : Japanese, Ch : Chinese, Ir =

g : Negroes, Gm : Germans , Jw : Jer^/s, Eg :

and Am : Americans

Eg AmïË

Irish
English,

a
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TABI"E 4

Nationalities Ordered by Familiarity

Sæple 1 Sanple 2 San'ple 3

Nationality l4ean Natiorr,ality Ïtfeån Nationality }4eån

Japanese 3.136 Italians 3.456 Japanese 3.153 
l

Italians 3.375 Japanese 3.529 Chinese 3.237 I

Negroes 3.455 Ch-inese 3.618 ltalians 3.288 ;

Irish 3.500 Irish 3.632 Irish 3.49L ,

CLrinese 3 .523 Negroes 3.72L Negroes 3.814

C,errnans 4.034 Germans 4.L62 Germans 3.983

English 5.25 English 5.309 English 5.000 j,,'.;'i

Anrericans 5.26L Areric¿ns 5.882 Areric¿ns 5.797 it' .

Note: Fæiliaïity ratings vüere on a scale frcm 0-7.
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Analyses of Covariance

Two analyses of covariance T¡rere performed for each of
the samples. The first analysis was a 2 x 2 x 3 x 3 x 5

analysis of covariance. The dependent measure here consisted

of intensity scores'on'on1y the traits-'applicable to the' -.-

nationalities' stereotypes based upon concensus. This con-

stituted the maín focus of the study.

The second,arialysis for each sample was a 2 x 2 x 3 x 3 x
30 analysis of covariance. In this case the dependent measure

used was the entire list of personality traits on the stereotype

sca1e.

Sample One. The analyses of covariance yielded no sig-
nificant I-E main effects for stereotype traits, F (1,83) : .068,

p > .05, or for all traits, F (l-,83) : .076, p ) .05, as

presented in Table 5 and Appendix A, respectively. The famili-
arity factor however did yield a significant main effect for
both analyses, F (2,L68): 4.79L, p (.01; q (2,L68) = L2.609,

P

2 while Appendix B illustrates the effect for all traits. Since

there existed only tT/üo possible orthogonal comparisons for this
effect, simple main effects were not necessary. There was no

significanË I-E by familiarity interaction in either analysis,

E (2,168) = .375, p ) .05; q Q.L68) : .455, p ),05.
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TABÍ.E 5

Suma4y of Analyses of Covari-ærce

for Slereotype Traits Orer Saçles

Secple 1 Sarple 3

Fß

Sex (A)

r-E (B)

AxB
lst Cott.

kror '' =

FæiliåriÈy (C)

CxA
CxB
CxA,xB
Þ=arr
Natiir:å-1j.Ey @)

DxA
DxB
ÐxAxB
Errcrr
CxD
C.xDxA
CxDxB
CxDxAxB
F¡ror
Traits (E)

ExA
E *.8
ExAxB

I

E:æcrr

CxE
CxExA
CxExB
CxExAxB
krsr..
DxE
DxExA
DxExB
DxExAxB
F-rrror

CxDxE
CxDxExA
GxDxExB
CxDxExAxB
ÞTqr

30.47
1.93

3.03

4.93
29.39 ,:'

16.53

1.95

L.29

2.7L

3.45

rs.i7
16.33

o-7
1,25

1.84
69.74 .

4.94
6.72

3.33

2.65

6.32

o.7L

0.37

0.95

1.41

4.10
2.43

L.24 .

1.49

1.07

2.78

0.71

0.87

0.70

1.17

5.95

L.37

1.75

o-78

1.12

1.07
.07

.u
"L7

4.7Y^-t'

-57

-37

.79

t0_5r*
8.86*.*

.38

.68

26.28J'r.

L.86
2-53*
L-24

4.ta +
0.50

.26

.67

3.94**
2.29*k
1.16
1.39

2.37*
0.60'
o-74
0.59

5.33r"*
L-23

L.57

0.70

3-75
3.23
5.00

LO.47

24.26^'.

58.96

1.70

.46 .

4.s3
2.65

2L.L9

r58
.36

2.O3

L.79 .

1.80
3-64

"76
1.08

2.L8
1.30

-75
1.56

.9s
L.85

9.TÐ

1.6

"98
L.37

L.J2
3.57
L.36

1.89

.31
1.09

1.40
t-L7

.52

.97

1.rt

.15

.l:ì

.?J

22.22**
.64
.18

L.7L

11.86#
.32 -

.20
1.13

-83
L.67

.35

-50

-70

-4L
.84
.51

8.38*-t
1.45

-87

L-22

? ?cJi*

I.E
L.74

,29

L.26
1.05

.47

-87

*p (.05
*;* p ç .01

28.56
22.L6

.99
3.85

L9.62.'
89.s9

2.06

.05

.69
2-77

15.67

.97
L.65

.68

3,10
33-43

3.08

1.30
8-60

3.50
3.O7

.58

1.80

.5r
1.60 

.

5.A2

2-27

1.21
L.43

1.50
2.82

3.25

1.98

.68

r.52
5.59

2.28

1.11
2.87

L.6I+

L.4.6

1.L3
.05

, .t't'
32.35riÈ

-75
-o2'
"25

5.AI+*x

.31

.53

.22

9.56#
"88
.37

2.46

1.93

"37
1.rr

-32

3.35i.k
1.51

.81

.95

1.85
2.L4*
1.30

.45

3.41¡ss

1.39

.67
1.75*
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Sample

Sample

1

2

3

MEAN

INTENSITY

SCORES

(o-7)

6.0
s.9
5.8
5.7
5.6
5.5
s.4
5.3:
5-2
5.1
5.0
4.9
4.8
4.7
4.6
4.5
4.4
4.3
4.2
4.L
4.0

Low Medium High
Level of FamiliariËY

IntensiËy of Stereotype Traits as a Function of
Familiarity

Sample

Figure 2.
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Sample Two. Table 5 and Appendix A present the results

of these analyses for stereotype traits and all traits, respec-

tively. As is evident there was no significant I-E main effect

for the stereoLype traits, F (L,62) : 1.130, p > .05, or for

the total trait list, F (L,62) = .767, p > .05. FamiliarLty

did however yield a significant main effect for both analyses.

q (2,L26):32.349, g ( .01; E (2,L26): 20.L32, p <.01. This

effect is presented graphically in Figure 2 for the stereotype

traits and in Appendix B for total traits. No significant I-E

by familiarity interaction resulted in either analyses, F (2,L26)

: .019, p > .05; E (2,L26) : L.022, p > .05.

Sample Three. Consistent with the prior groups, flo I-E

effect was present for stereotype traits, F (1,54) : .f33, p->.05,

or for all traits, F (1,54) : .f88, p > .05. These analyses are

presented in Table 5 and Appendix A, respectively. The familiarity

factor did again result in a significant main effect for both

analyses, F (2,110) = 22.26, p < .01; E (2,110) : 25.L4L, p ( .01

(see Figure 2 and Appendix B). No I-E by familiarity interaction

\^/as evident for either stereotype traits, E (2,110) : .L75, p > .05,

or for all rrairs, F (2,110) : 1-098, ¿ ) .05.

In both analyses for each of the three samples a main effect

\i/as found for nationality (see Table 5 and Appendix A) . This is a

predictable result as there was a main effect due to familiarity

which by definition consisted of three nationalities per level.

.- -. ,,'.':-

.1-.:- : ) :

.::_ ::l
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In the analysís using stereotype traits there was also a sex

by nationality interaction for sample one only. Also, in both

analyses of covariance Íor each sample other than in one instance 
"l'ì'"''''""

there was a familiarity by natíonality interaction effect. The

interaction was due to variability of intensity scores for the

nationalities within each level of familiarity. However, iL was ¡:,t,,.,",,'.''
,'

the trend due Lo the main ef fect for familiarity that was of i ,,,,.,,,,
;. : ..::.: :'.:,j

-.: i- .: -j'prime interest

As can be seen in Table 5 and Appendix A, there was a

maín effect f.or traits in sample one using stereotype traíts and 
i

a maín effect in all samples when Lhe entire trait list was the I

j

dependent measure. There was also a sex by trait interaction in 
,

i:
sample one in this latter analysís. In all but one case over both 

i

analyses there was a significant familiarity by trait and nation- 
i
i

''ality by trait interaction effect.

only the results reported under the sample headings shall 
i:,,:,,,.,,:r,,.,,

be discussed any further in the paper as they represent the focus t'.. 
,.,.

..,'-,.,ttt,,,',

of the study

Secondary Analyses

As is evident none of the above analyses yield.ed a sig-

nificant I-E effect. Subsequent to these analyses the I-E scale 
''.,.1 

,'.

rlTas re-scored. again according to the two factor strucLure found by

Mirels (f970), Abrahamson, Schludermann and Schludermann (L973),



and Viney (L974). This was done on a post hoõ basis to check

for any possible differing results when the scale v/as subdivided

into two scale scores. The items used for each dimension \,üere

systematically picked from the above mentioned studies. These

factor analytic studies lrere reviewed with the items that loaded

most consistently on the factors of fatalism and social-political

control being used in the present study. Items, 3, L2, L7, 22,

and 29 were us'ed to designate the social-political control

dimension while the remaining 18 items comprised the fatalism

dimension. For each sample the total I-E score and the tvüo

factor scores r¡rere correlated v¡ith stereotype iuraLt intensity

Scores. These analyses, however, failed to show any systematic

patterns of correlation. Specif ically, the correlations \Â7ere

extremely low with approximately half in the positive and half

in the negative direction. No further investigation thus appeared

warrented.

In suum ãTy , no I-E diff erences \'üere evident in the data

as well as no I-E by familiarity interaction effects. The

familiarity dimension however yielded a consistent effect. It

appears that more intense stereotypes are maintained when famil-

iarity information is reported to be either low or high in con-

trast to the middle range.

52
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CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION

Several points wêre indicated by'the data in the present-

study. Firstly, there appear to be no differences in the degree

; to which internals and externals assign stereotypes to ethnic

, Broups. This f inding was consistent ac.ross all of the samples

used and was found. both in the intensity of assignment of actual

group stereotype traits, and also for the intensity of trait

assignments in general. Secondly, the scale used to quantita-

tively assess both the cultural stereotypes and.their intensities

yielded consistency of results between groups as well as lists of

stereotypes congruenË with past research (e.9., Karlins, Coffman

& Inlalters, L969). Thirdly, stereotyping occurred with a greater

intensity when the subj ects indicated either a low level of

: familiarity or a high level of familiarity with regards to the

nationalities. The middle level of familiarity resulted ín

1o\,üer intensity scores. Fourthly, the evidence indicates that

university students are very willing to admit traditional eLhnic

stereotypes and Lo assign these stereotypes with a moderately

I trigh to a high intensiËy. The discussion will focus on the

following issues: (1) some reasons as to why there were no I-E

differences in the data, (2) the effecË of familiarity on

stereotyping, (3) the consistency and strength of stereotyping

behavior, and (4) some theoretical implications.
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Locus of Control in Relation to Ethnic Stereotvping

The initial step taken to explain these results was to 
....,.,

establish that the problems were not found in the measuríng "::'

instruments used in the study. Though the new stereotype scale

has not been previously employed in its exact form in pastr 
,,,,

research, the scale does appear to be a useful instrument. It :,'i"',':
r¡ras used in three separate samples with very consistent results ,,..:,..,;

in terms of the actual traits seen as applicable for each nation- 
::::'::

ality as well as in terms of intensity ratings over the three

samples. Furthermol:e, due to the similarity of the traits found

as applicable in this stud.y in comparison to the traits in the

Kaxz and Braly (1933) paradigm (Karlins, Cof fman and T¡Ialters ,

Lg6g) evidence exists supporting the concurrent validity of the '

,

scale (Cronbaeh & Meehl, 1955). The breakdown of the nationali- 
i

tiesintothree1eve1soffami1iarityyie1dedverysimi1arresu1ts

over groups. Again, this classification \¡Ias consistent with prev- 
i,i..:j,

ious research (S choenf eld, L942) . ,,,,..,, 
,

I:t L.

I^iith respect to the I-E sca1e, the present study took into :::-':

consideration possible correlations with social desirability. As

was reported earlier, Feather (L967), Altrocchi, Palmer, Hellman,

and Davis (1968), Cone (Lg7I), and Vuchinich and Bas s (L974) all l,l,r,l,

reported significant correlations between locus of control and

social d.esirabiliËy. Others (e.8., Tolor & Jalowiec, 1968) found

no such relationship. The eorrelations in the present study'ürere

-..' 1 -,
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small, accounting for no more than about L0% of. the variance on

the average.

There is yet an unresolved issue as to the.dimensionality
of the I-E scale. Current evidence tends to favor two distinct
factors being present in the sca1e. Mirels (1970) found two

factors in hís analysis of the r-E scale based upon a sample of
3L6 college students using a varimax rotatíon. The first factor
had item loadings that d.ealt with one's personal control while
the second factor r¡ras concerned with the extent to which an

índividual had influence over political and world affairs. This

factor structure has also been found by Abrahamson, Schludermann

and schludermann (L973), and viney (Lg74). Alrhough a facror
analysis was not performed on the data in the present study due

to the small sample size, the r-E scale scores \,vere divided into
two scale scores based upon previous factor analytic research

(Mirels, L970; Abrahamson, Schludermann & Schludermann, L973;

Viney, L974). This division did noL alrer results
Through the wide range of studies on locus of control

there have occurred a few areas in which the I-E scale has been

apparently ineffective in predictíng behavior. Furthermore, these

areas are relevant to the focal topic of ethnic stereotyping with
regards to the methodological explanations as to why the scale was

not functional. One such area is academic achievement.

Rotter (1966) stated that "people who are high on the need

for achievemenL, in all probability, have some belief in their
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o\,rn ability or skill to determine the outcome of their efforts"
(p. 3) . This is intuitively logical as an internal who feels

in control of his reinforcements should study more, work harder,

and consult professionals for assistance more often than externals.
External,s ¡.-, on. the other,. hand¡i,,should,,'f eelr 'that,.,their,,.grade,s i.¿nd .rir..-'

performance are independent of thêii aôtions'. Studies using the

rntellectual Achievement Responsibility Questionnaire (rAR)

(Crandall, Katkovsky, & Crandall, 1965) have generally supported

the hypothesis that internals will exhibit a higher level of
academic achievement than externals (CrandaLL, Katkovsky, &

Preston , L962; chance , L965). This scale which is specifically
designed to measure academic achj-evement, uses only powerful

others as its manipulation of external control and can only be

employed in elementary grades (Powell, L97L). The Rotter (L966)

I-E scale, designed to measure generalized expectancies over

many different life situations has yielded equivocal results.
Eisenmann and. Platt (f968) and Gold (1963) failed ro show any

significant relationship between I-E scores and college performance.

Hjelle (L970) and Prociuk and Breen (L973) substantiated this
finding reporting that internality was not linearly related to

college grade point averages.

It appears that the I-E scale is not specific enough to

accurately predict academic achievement as is the IARQ which is
designed specifically for this purpose. There is no a pr'iori
reason to suspect, however, that the I-E scale should not be

specific enough to predict stereotyping behavior. By definition
ethnic stereotyping involves "a generaLLzatlon concerning the

i: :.-



perceived prevalence of a given ttaít within an ethnic group

(or) a parLicular pattern of traits that is commonly assigned

to an ethnic group" (Brigham, L97L, p. 31). 
..,:.,, :,,--,.

A second area in which the I-E scale has not been ,.-,, ',','.','..".:

functional - in. prediction: is : that: of - social-pol-itical- activisin¡ i ''rt '

Thomas (1970) examined the relationship to scores on three

indexes of proneness to engage in political activity among i',,,':,;:.,,:t':.',
:_:ì; .::r' ::,::-¡:_;

politically active parents and offspring. tess than half of the 
,,.,, ,,,,,.,.:,.,,

correlations vzere in the direction predicted by the locus of i'-'""'¡''"::"1'

control dimension which would predict that internality would be

positively correlated with political activity. Geller and Howard

(Lg7Z) also failed to diffèrentiate internals and externals on
,

rhe basis of political involvement. Abramowitz (L973) dividÍng

hisitemsintonon-po1itica1andpo1itica1,baseduponthestudy

by Mirels (f970), found that only the political items related 
I

to the political involvement criteria (Political Activity scale,

Kerpelman, Lg72). AbramowLtz (f973) states, "the presenË 
, :::::: j ,..

evidence would seem to place í-n some doubt the social learning it'."",t"1''''i'

¡-, ,t],, '. ,'..,- ,. ,

premise that an individual's highly generaLlzed expectation ¡"''-',',',,,.,,'' ,"'

about his degree of control over circumstances in life is

predictiveofhisinc1inationtoengageinaspecificc1assof

environmental change activitiêS", (p. 200). Ïhese data tend to 
i.i;r'.:1';,:,¡'¡'r;,,;

support Mirels' (1970) contention that the I-E items do not tap 
i:':aì.r.r:':1:r:

a r¡nidimensional construct. Coan (c.f ., Dies , Lg68) indicated

that the I-E scale may not adequately taP the major aspects of

personal conÈrol. He states that the scale tends to favor items

that deal rn¡ith social and political events and not traits or ii"'': ':'"''''.'
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personal habits.

The question of unidimensionaLLty and multidimensionality

of the I-E scale has stimulated much controversy: In Rotter's

(L966) article, t$/o f.actor analyses are reported, boLh yielding

one main factör. One Study wàs conducted by himself and the "'
other conducted by Franklin (L963). In the latter study it was

posited that one factor accounted for 53% of the total scale

variance. This has not yet been replicated. Mirels (L970),

Abrahamson, Schludermann and Schludermann (Lg73) and. Viney

(Lg74) have found two d.istinct factors. These factors are

fatalism and social-political control. The scale though is

generally used as a unidimensional scale unless there is some a

priori reason to subdivide the items into factors. Rotter (L975>

in a recent article defends his I-E dimension stating, "such

factor analyses do not reveal the true structure of the construct,

they only reveal the kinds of similarities perceived by a par-

ticular group of subjects for a particular selection of items"

(Rotter, L975. p. 66). Rotter feels that if a subscale can be

devised yielding a more significanL relationship than the entire

tesL, then this would constitute an important finding.

Though there may be 1imitations on the I-E scale, it is

not felt that this cor:rstituted the main difficulty in this study.

Controls \^7ere introduced for the problem of the two possible

dimensions of the scale. Furthermore, âs previously stated, there

is no apparent reason why the scale should not be effective as a

predictor of stereotyping behavior as r^ras the case with academic

achievement. As was reported, lack of specificÍty of the scale
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was the apparent obstacle in relating locus of control to

academic achievement. This leads us directly from the I-E

scale to the I-E construct. It is suggested moreover, that the 
, ,:.,,,

lack of I-E differences may be due to the I-E construct itself . ::':::

Smoking bebavior and alcohol and drug abgse are érrêâs :;.:.

in which the locus of control construct has had apparent problems

of application and can be shown to be relevant to ethnic stereo- ,:'.,,.
::1.t.

typing. As described in the introduction, results with locus of 
r,,.,...:,

control have been inconsistent. It would appear logical that : :"rl

ínternals should quit smoking moreso than externals due to their

need for a sense of control over themselves and their environment.

Straits and Sechrest (f963) and James, I,rloodruff and lüerner (1965)

found evidence suggesting that internals quít smoking to a greater

degree than externals after being warned of its danger

Lichenstein and Keutzer (Lg67) and others have failed to replicate

this finding. It was suggested that a confounding of the need

for control and resistance to inf luence may have been in effect 
:,j:;i:::i:: :

as these studies followed the Surgeon General's warning on the '

:. i:,-:l;-.-
ji:jI:i-.

;:;;t:t:1:;':risk of smoking

It is possible that the lack of I-E differences in this

study could also 1ie in a confounding of variables. The variables

in question are the internal's insight and information seeking 
:,.,,.t..,

behavior (e.g., Davis & Phares , Lg67) versus the externals 
'

susceptibility to influence and tendency to conform (e.9., Biondo

& MacDonald, L97L). If indeed there was some truth to a nation-

ality's stereotype, internals and externals may be assigning 
l,,l-,

stereotype traits based upon different information. It could be l



ì:; :rì ri;:.irì::;ri:i::i::i{::L-1L:if ¡!lj-:_-".:..-.j":!1.:'.i:

that internals are stereotyPing due to an actual knowledge of

or insight into the nationality while externals are stereotyn.ttg

through a conformity to cultural norms. This issue of the

"kernal of truth", which is the key to this argument, has never

been resolved. Evidence has been presented for both sides of

the "kernal of Lruth" controversy.

The question is "can a stereotype continue to exist in

a culture without any kernal of truth whatsoever inherent in it?"

A classic study often cited to defend the lack of truth of a

stereotype ï^7as that of LaPiere (f 936) . Armenian laborers working

in California were labe1led as individuals characterízed by dis-

honesty and deceitfulness. Looking at actual tangible evidence,

though, revealed that these same persons had good credit ratings,

appeared less often in legal cases and rarely applied for finan-

cial aid. In another study, Schoenfeld (L942) had subjects match

personality characLeristics with first names, both male and female.

There was a significant effect found indicating concensus of trait

attributions to names. Virtually none of the subjects felt that

their task was insidious or useless but complied fully. Ifells,

Goi and Seader (1958) found that due to an advertising campaign

persons o\,J-ning a particular model of car \,vere seen as drastically

different over the period of only one year when the campaign was

in effect. Harding, Proshansky, Kutner and Chein (L969) have

presented a review of studies supporting the falseness of stereo-

types. In contrast, Vinacke (L956) feels that it is ridiculous

to assume that there are no cross-cultural personality djfferences

between groups. Margaret Mead (1956) maintains that stereotypes
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are basically accurate but incomplete.

Further support for the accuracy of stereotypes is found

in the research undertaken on stereotyping and group contact 
, ,,,rn a study by Prothro and Melikian (1955) the stereoLype of ,,'.,.

Americans held by university students in the Near East in May

1951'was compared. to the stereotype a year and. a half later
In this period there was a greax influx of Americans into the , -,

;"t'-'Near East with many visitors to the university. The traits did 
i,, ,r

change to some extent and yielded a more positive stereotype ¡::,:,,:,

emphasLzLng more personal traits than previously found.

Saenger and Flowerman (Lg54) found. that when subj e.cts at Cornell
University rated Jews using an adjective checklist of 26 traits
Lhatsometraitschangedinfrequencyofendorsementdueto

the effect of familiarity. It has been suggested. that if a group i

l

stereotype is similar to the group's self stereotype evidence of 
i

some truth in the personality portrait exists. schuman (Lg66)

found a certain degree of validity in his assessment of stereo- .,, ,
, .:i,::

types. The author compared stereotypes of East Pakistanies to i'::',::'

some validation data- taken from- a large intèrview study on values ',,,:i,,''::

and attitudes and found that stereotypes appear to have some

validity v¡hen applied to traditional rural populations. Campbell
(L967) states that though social psychologists are correct in 

',.,,..,.labelling stereotypes as basically in error, there may be some

grain of truth evident if the studies \,vere to compare stereotypes
to validating data. He suggests that traits due to victimization,
for instance, üây be operable. A majority group could indeed 

it,,,,...,.force certain traits uPon a minority group. Furthermore, role 
':' r:':

6L
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specializatíorl may engender certain class related traits. Also,

using an anthropological basis, Campbell points out how stereo-

type traits have partLy been a function of ethnic specializatLon
such as physical labor (strong, pleasure-loving, etc.) or trade
(clever, sophisticated). Triandis and Vassiliou (L967) conclude,

"the present data suggest that there is a 'kernal of truth' in
most stereotypes when they are elicited from people who have first-
hand knowledge of the group being stereotyped" (p. 324) .

In sum then, until reliable validity data can be found

this issue will remain unresolved. Suffice it to say that if
there is a kernal of truth in some of the stereotypes of the

nationalities presenL, it is possible that internals \irere

attributing traits to nationalities based upon information seek-

ing and insight rvhile externals \,vere attributing traíts based

upon conformíty and susceptibility to influence.

A second explanation as to the lack of predicted I-E
differences can be derived. from the recently investigated. area

of locus of control in relation to alcohol and drug abuse (Prociuk

& Lussier, L975). This is another area of research where I-E

differences did not result as predicted. A similar rationale
is proposed to explain Lhis inconsistency for both stereotyping

and alcohol and drug abuse.

Locus of control has been successfully related to several

areas of psychological adjustment. It is logical that it should

be related to alcohol and drug abuse í; the element of personal

control is very much involved. If alcoholism is seen as an escape

from reality, it implies a lack of control. Costello and Manders
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(L974) found that samples of alcoholics scored lower on Rotter's

(L966) I-E scale than did a sample of non-alcoholics. This had

previously been found in studies performed by Goss and Morosko

(L970), Distenfano, Pryer, and Garrison (L972) and GozaLi (L972).

In the Costello and Manders (L974) study both residents and

counselors ax a rehabilitation center v/ere used as participants.

In both groups, the mean I-E score was well belorv average. This

finding of excessively low scores on the I-E scale for alcoholic

samples \,üere found in the above reported studies as well as by

Strassberg and Robinson (L974) and Smythman, Plant and Southern

(L97 4> .

These studies have consistently shown the locus of control

construct not to be applicable or not to function in accord with

expectations of the construct. It has been suggested that the

exaggerated low I-E Scores for alcoholics \^lere due to a "pseudo"

feeling of control after imbibing alcohol. (Costello & Manders,

Lg74). This has not yet been substantiated and secondly, Lf

these scores indeed \Àrere exaggerated due to alcohol consumption

it is possible that the unexaggerated scores would still be in

the inLernal direction.

The most plausible explanation of the results on alcohol

and drug abuse that furthermore applies to the stereotyping

results is that the locus of control dimension sirnply is not

applicable as a predictor variable in these areas. It may be

possible, however, that physiological dependence is a variable

that is operative in causing the lack of predicted I-E differ-

ences rvith smoking and with alcoholism. In the present
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research stereotyping behavior lras viewed via the traLx approach.

It was expected that externals would stereotype to a greater

degree than internals based upon the different personality and

behavioral characteristics exhibited by these individuals. As

is evident no such differences vrere found which indicates

another possible exPlanation.

It appears that certain events such as drinking behavior,

irrespective of etiolo1y, or stereotyped attitudes may be over-

powering any differences predicted through the loeus of control

d.imension. Rotter (Lg75) indicates that the construct is not

meant to be predictive to a high degree in every aTea of per-

sonality measurement. In the Coslello and Manders (L974) study

on alcohol abuse the authors indicate that it was the situation

of drinking or of not drinking that had the prime effect on their

criterion measure while locus of control failed to produce expected

results. Under these circumstances locus of control apPears to

lose its predictive ability. It is further proposed that with

stereotyping a similar phenomenon exists. It seems that since 
i

stereotyped attitudes are so well established (e.9., Karlins,

Cof fman & \nlalters , L969) and promoteð through the media (e - g. ,

Vidrnar-&-Roke¿cl,n "_L974) th4t a' very generali'zed variable such as

locus of control becomes íneffective as a predictor of behavior i

under these circumstances.

In a recenL article, I^Iachtel (L973) suggested that much

of a personts social environment is a result of his own behavior.

He suggests that people may create consistently similar environ-

ments for themselves. He StaËes, "Ho\nI d,o we understand the man
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who seems to bring out the bitchy side of watever woman he

encounters" (p. 9) . rf we do create our o\^irr situations or

environments to a large degree this could likely foster stereo-
typing behavior. Through our mass media we appear to create i',.',',,:

situations in which to view stereotypes (e.g., Vídriar & Rokeach,

L974) which is likely to engender consistency of stereotypes.

Since this phenomenon appears to occur on a societal level it 
'..',,:.,:,

should give it a great deal of power and inf luence and perhaps i'"'¡" 
"ì ..:.

virtually overpo\¡rer or at least minimize individual traLt differ- r',',:1.,'r..,
i.1:-_i. .:.

ences.

The Effect of Familiarity Information

Familiarity information itself,had a quite consistent
:

effect uporì. the intensity of stereotyping though no ï-E by

familiarity effect resulted. trfhat v¡as found was a U-relationship l

..

with a consistent tendency to use more intense stereotypes at 1ow 
I

and high 1evels of information pertaining to the nationalities.
This effect was found to be particuLarLy strong in the principle 

i:,..t,,,:,..i
analysis assessing group stereotypes (5 traits fnaxLonafity) but 1,,:'.t''

1.,' -,t', '-',-also evidenced itself in the overall trait attributions. .:":.: :'::

One possible explanation of this phenomenon could again be

derived from the kernal of truth hypothe.sis- This would suggest

that when a nationality is familiar to the raters the content may 1,"-'..',
i:.-:i,:.:'

change. The present study yielded only traditional stereotypes

in all nationalities regardless of familiarity. It could be,

however, that even though the content remained consistent the

intensity may have increased for familiar nationalities due to a :, ,.u

feeling of confidence in the ratings. At the unfamiliar end of r' 1 l
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the continuum, wo could be viewing stereotyping based upon

insufficient information, overgeneralízatLons and lack of
j us tification.

', I would like to consider a second approach to this l;.,,.,.,,

relationship in more depth. As Cauthern, Robinson and Krause

(f97L) point out, "The effect on stereotypes of varying the

,,, ãmount of information has received little study. Valuable :,,,,,:,:::,'.::
,,,..,,, ,.,,,

work in this area could be done by adopting an information 
,,,:,,
r..._:_:; i.:'I ptocessing parad.igm" (p. 105) . If we adopt this information i::;:::ì:j

processing paradigm, \^/e should find stereotypes to be most

influential in judgement (i.e., high intensity) when the level
ofinformationiseitherhighor1ow.Thisiswhatwasfound

Information processing theory postulates an inverted

U-curve relationship between level of information and environ-

mental complexity. Though this curve is an inverted U it is 
.

entirely consisted.with the U-curve found in this research.

Recall that level of information processing is low at both low
: nd high information levels and highest in the central region .''"'."j'''"

... -:.:

By analogy to this information processing model, low processing :,',:,,,ì;,::

can be vierved. as sÍ-milar to high stereotyping and a high level
of processing as similar to a low level of stereotyping. The

i formulation resembles the Yerkes-Dodson law (1908) . This "ln\n/" j,.,,,',,,,,.,
' ,i','tt.

stated that moderate levels of motivation result in the- best

performance in contrast to high or low levels. Information

processing replaces "motivation" with external variables (com-

plexity) and "performance" with conceptual level (Schroder,
i i.,1',',..,

r Driver & Streufert, L967). i,'''i.;
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Schroder, Driver and Struefert (L967) also extend their

discussion to attitudes seen as information processing structures.

"Concrete attitudes are insensitive to changes in situational

conLexts and to new and subtle informational changes" (p. L34>..

The authors proposed that this level of processing (low) based

upon a nalro\^I range of information, explains the persistence of

group prejudice. This can, of course, be extended to group

stereotypes which, in the literature, aTe often equated to grouP

prejudices. Brigham (L971) points out that Prejudice cannot

exísL with stereotyPing. The point is that discrepant or less

salient information is excluded or distorted to fit in with the

existing cognitive sLructure. It is suggested this is what is

happening aX the low and high information levels as it is here

that the high inLensity stereotypes appear to exist. The medium

levels of familiarity apparently generates a more integrated

attitude structure allowing for more personaL vatiaXion.

Stereotypíng Behavj-or

A clear cut finding of this study was that internals and

externals do indeed stereotype, maintaining many of the traditional

stereotypes reported by Kaxz and Braly (1933) and Karlins, Coffman

and !üalters (L969). Japanese \^rere found to be loyal to family,

industrious and scientifically-minded. Jews vlere seen as ambitious,

loyal to family ties-; and materialistic; Negroes were still viewed

as musical, pleasure-loving, and h"ppy-go-1ucky. Americans

received such trait attributions as materialistic, ambitious, and

pleasure-loving. The English T^7ere seen as courteous, sophisticated,

and conservative. Italians maintained the picture of a nationality
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comprised of individuals Loyal to family ties, pâssionate, and

pleasure-loving. The fighting Irish \^/ere seen as quick-tempered,

religious and tradition-loving. The Chinese \^/ere vierved as

basically loyal to family ties, nationalistic and tradition-

loving. Finally, the Germans lüere seen as índustrious, efficient,

and scientifically-minded. I{ith respect to the intensities, it

is evident that the stereotyped traits v/ere seen to aPPly with

moderately high to high intensities.

These results support the finding of Centers (195f) and

Karlins, Cof fman and l^Ialters (L969) who replicated tlne Katz and

Braly approach and found consistency of traLt attributions. Again,

the trait attributions \^zere consistent over the samples used.

Vínacke (Lg4g) noted. that ethnic groups even stereotyped them-

selves. Jews, noL considering themselves personally shrewd or

clannish viewed Jews in general as holding these personality traits.

Fink and Cantril (f937) found that at four eastern universitíes,

students held similar stereotypes of themselves and of other

students. Negroes were seen as exhibiting traits as consistent

with the stereotype of a Negro while the "typical" student was

seen as entirely different. These studies indicate that national-

ities often accept their own stereotype. This again suggests the

impact that our culture may have upon its people in accepting

these generalized trait attributions.

Abate and Berrien (L967) have investigated group stereo-

types, self stereot¡ryes and "vereotypes" ("real" group character-

istics as measured by the Edwards Personal Preference Scale). The

two groups, Americans and Japanese, judged each others' stereotypes

i-."..-_..
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accurately but correlations \^iere low with the results of the

EPPS. The subjects evidenced no improvement of performance in

judging their o\,ün vereotypes in contrast to the vereotype of

the other nationality

Lerner (in press) ProPoses an exPlanation as to why

stereotypes exist and persists over time based upon his "Just

hlorld Hypothesis". Lerner believes that from childhood, we

develop a "personal contract". Postponement of graXlf.Lcation

in lieu of immediate reinforcement with the expectancy of a

further reward is an example of this. This contract then extends

to larger life areas where deserving becones a central and unifying

personality force. Lerner & Simmons (1966) proposed that people

have a need to believe in a just world where deservíng people are

rewarded and the undeserving are either depríved or punished.

The a$tareness of someone else in the same 'world' not geLting what

he deserves will be a threat to the personal contracL's validity

and creates a conflict for the observer. An important point in

this formulation is that no single formula for defining what

exactly is a just outcome for each individual will fit the variety

of situations where justice considerations apPear.

I^Ie see here the function of stereotypes. These are beliefs

prevelant in society which may allow injustice to occur without

the victirn being seen as a victim of injustice (Lerner, in press).

MacDonald (L97L) reported evidence indicating that people holding

a strong belief in the protestant ethic condemn those who live in

poverty. Lerner (in press) states "clearly, the most insidious
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beliefs which shape the way we decide what someone deserves

are 'stereotypes' learned through soclaLtzation" (p. 4) . Under

this paradigm, different nationalities can deserve what may be

unjust for us as they are different people with different goals

and values they deserve their fates. Throughout our lives, wê

are presented with these nationalities cast in specific life roles.

By adulthood a person has a well established set of justice

related values that allow him to cope with the dissonance that may

be occurring around him. I'then we are confronted with something

unjust we are threatened, experiencing dissonance and it is

important, Lhen, for us to maintain juslice. A simple and straight-

forward method of achieving this desired goal is to convince our-

selves that no injustice exists (Lerner, in press). For instance,

if the victim deserves his fate, consonance is maintained. Jones

and. Nisbett (1971) would also suggest that the observer may

generalize from see.ing the victim act in one specific manner in

a specific situation to a personality trait held by the actor.

Since it is likely that members of any nationality have at some

time exhibited their respective stereotyped traits, it is easily

apparent to see how this behavior persists. Jones & Nisbett

(f971) maintain that this behavior of trait attributions has

resulted and remained intact over time due to different information

available to the actor and the observer and the distortions of

information the observer makes in order to view behavior consís-

tently. For example, let us say that through the process of

reification John's aggressive behavior in a few situations becomes
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labelled as the trait of aggressiveness attributed to John.

The result of reification is that something the actor does

becomes something Lhat the actor has. Inlithout knowing the 
::.:..::..r:

historical evenLs, the effects of ,or the causes of this behavior ::::-:.:''r

the observer sees this as a consistent personality trait.

Behaviors such as gentleness and warmth are no\^r seen as fascades.

This is consistent with stereotyPing behavior. In this way ,', ,.,',,:'

individuals are seen to maint aLn a particular series of person- 
,.. 

t'

ality traits based upon their nationality. Through this proces" l':.:"i.:i:':":'

a sense of being able to understand and predict behavior is

possessed. This is basically the traditional way in which stereo- 
i

types have been viewed, that is, as over-genetaLLzations (e.g. , i

Brigham, L97L). 
¡

ìTheoretical Implications 
i

The present study has several theoretical implications. 
I

1...

Methodologically, a nevr concise form of a stereotype measurement 
.

scale appears to have promise. Results were reliable and.evi- ;.,t'.....''.,1'

, ...- .'" 
t.,

denced validity using past research results as a criterion measure. 
,¡.,;.,;;1,.,,,,

Furthermore, intensity is now a measure that can be investigated. 
r"i"1ì"¡'"''

Brigham (Lg7L).states "fe\,Í investígators have been interésted in

assessing the degree to which individuals agree with modal trait 
¡..,,..,;.,,;i;,,,

attributions, that is, deriving stereotype Scores" (p. 32) . This r:'; :jr:"': :

scale allows the investigator to assess the modal trait attri-

butions and the intensity of these attribuLions. Furthermore ,

the fact that students still endorse the traditional stereotypes

found in the past is parLicularly significant due to our allegedly , , " 
':.'"



LlberaLj'zed society. More than ever before we hear of the

liberation of vromen, of countries from their political ties,

of sexual standards, but we have not yet liberated ourselves

from stereotypes.

Meenes (L943) and Sinha and Upadyay (f960) indicate

that stereotypes are noL determiners of national policy but

reflect national policy. In light of the recent conderrring

of. Zí.oni.sm as racism by the United Nations, this proposal

appears to have suPPorL

The discovery that both the familiar and the unfamiliar

groups received high intensity stereotypes has interesting

implications as to the dynamics of why stereotypes exist.

It would be interesting to see further research on this topic

alea, particularly usíng an ínformation processing paradigm.

It would also be valuable to investigate directly why individ-

uals endorse traits is it due to a norm or is it because

they actually know that these individuals do, indeed, have these

underlying traits (kernal of truth) ? Again, what a:.-e the dynamics

behind stereotyping? Due to the consistent lack of I-E diffeÍences'-

in stereotyping, strong support for ttre generalizability of

sLereotyped behavior is evident. This is very important in light

of the fact that the most predominant theme running throughout

stereotype research is that stereotypes are in some way unjus-

tífied based uPon standards of objectivity. Perhaps Bogardus

(1950) vlas correcL 25 years ago and is still correct today, when

he simply and concisely sLate, "stereotyping is universal Apong 
i
i

iall members of the human race" (p. 289).

72
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There appears to be no simple relationship between ethnic

stereotyping and prejudicial behavior, which is in part likely

due to varying situational and personality variables that beat

on any behavioral situation. A truly fifting quote, though, to

summarize the possible implicaLions of this pervasive phenomenon

of. stereotyPing is taken from a letter to the editor of Time,

December 15, L975. The letter reads:

As an American Jew, I have experienced little discrim-
ination. However, in the walte of the recent U.N. "racist-
ZLonLsX" revolution, to my shock I have found that -a good
Italian friend was forced- to choose between being friends
with "that Jevr" or keeping his Arab "friends". I would
never have believed thãt ã boycott used in political-eco-
nomic circumslances would ever be applied to Jews as a
group, but to many Arabs stud.ying hä?e, the t'|ãõirl1
äõniá*" means thät Jews are âgaln the pariah of the world.
I am hurt, and more than that, I am afraid."
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CHAPTER V

sln,l4ARy 
,:,;,:,.;. 

,;,

The main purpose of the present study was to investigate

the relationship between Rotter's (L966) locus of control con-

struct and ethnic stereotyping. A secondary Purpose !üas to 
,,.,.:.,

develop a nev/, simple to adminis ter, and easy to complete, sLeieo - ";"';';

type questionnaire that would allow a quantitative measure of 
'1,,',1.,,1,,,.

intensity. Past research on locus of control has indicated

thaL externals tend to be more conforming (e.g., Odell, L959),

d.ogmatic (Clouser & Hjelle , L}TO), susceptible to influence i

r

(Biondo&MacDonald,Lg7L),and1essinsightfu1andinformation

seekíng (Davis & Phares , Lg67) , than internals. StereotyPes \^/ere i

operationalized as a genera Li,zed expectancy or attitude, similar i

to locus of control but in this case a generaLLzed expectancy

about another person's traits. Based upon the personality dif- l

ferences exhibited by internals and externals, it was predicted i:,,,.t.1,;t.,,

i :',. .

that externals would conform more to the cultural persuasion of 
';:,,',,:;,:;',',,,,,

stereotyping. ït was further predicted that when a familiarity 
ii|'-:t''¡""''

dimension was employed., Lhe difference would be accentuated

(DuCette & Vtrolke, L973) .
i, , ,t;.t t', ,

SubjecLs \¡/ere undergraduate psychology students. There ii,',",:",;,;':

\^7ere three samples consisting of 88 males and females, 67 males

and females, and 59 males and females respectively. The subjects

were ad.ministered the modified version of the Katz and Braly (f933)

stereotype assessment technique, a familiarity questionnaire,,,,''''
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Rotter's (L966) I-E scale and Edwards (L957) Social Desirability

Scale. The Social Desirability Scale was employed as this factor

appears to effect both locus of control (e.g., Vuchinich & Bass,

L974) and stereotyping (I{eiss, L975a, L975b). Subjects were

classified as internals or externals based upon a median split
of the I-E scores and then divided by sex. This was performed

for each sample, separately. For each group, the nationalities'

stereotype traits \,vere assessed by the five highest mean trait
intensity scores for each nationality. Nationalities \^rere ranked

on the familiarity dimension based upon mean familiarity scores.

The basic analyses yielded no I-E differences but did

yield a significant familiarity effect. Intensity of trairt
attributions was highest as either low or high informational

levels. Subsequent analyses, where the entire list of traits
\¡ras employed, produced results similar to the previous analyses,

though differences were not as pronounced.

The results suggested several interpretations. It is
possible that a confounding rvas operational with information
seeking behavior and resistance to influencg on the part of
internals. This presupposes a. kernal of truth in stereotypes.

Alternately, and more likely, the I-E dimension simp.ly does not
apply in this area due to the magnitude of stereotyped attitudes.
The effect of familiarity allowed for an information processing

explanation of these results. Finally, and perhaps most important,

the results suggest thal stereotyping is very active to this day

in our apparently liberalized society with university students

displaying a readiness to endorse traditional ethnic stereotypes

with a concomitantly hígh intensity.
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QUESÎIONNAIRE 1

On Èhe foll<.rqlng page.you-vfll fLnd a llst of person¡¡tl.Ey traiEs

¡¡¡¡rl l¡¡rtL<¡nalItles. The naÈLonallËfes are presenÈed across the top of

thr: pnge ¡nd the tralts are presented along the lefr, hand side o! the ,,,..:t.:,,.
.::;:i::'lr

page. Your ta-gk {s to-estlnaÈe lu your.opinioq Èo rrhat degree each

traLc applles Èo çech natLonall,ty. Tt¡is Ls do¡e in the followlng way:

i
i ..: )..'1) sÈarÈ r¡l.th the ftrst natforialJ.Èy at the top of the page and ç¡ork .' .:.:.:.::.l. ;

gg:g Èhrough the personaltÈy rralts. 
t: t til:'''' -:

...'
2> Place one nuober Ln the r¡quare oþposLte each tralt. Do Ètrls for ' .:,........

each naÈlonallÈ5r corklug down each colusn one aÈ a tlme- Do noÈ 
lri: :

grork across

Hake your Jud8peots using Èhe follorefng scale for each trai't-

012X4567
NoÈ Ât al.l
Appllcable

Very: Applicable

- A t0t. lndicates tlrat you feel Èhe. tralt Le not at all- appllcable.
i

- The nu¡rbelr betrreeû 1 anrt 7 LndlcaÈe increasf.ng degrees of applica-

bIUÈy ehere e r?t fndicates thst you feel the tralt is very

npplleable. .,,-'.,. ,

;": 
" 

"' ::':

. . . '.:: .

Plee¡e work fa1rly qulckly through Èhe quesÈfonoaf.re aud express i,r,..,;',Ì);t.,.,
:..-..41::._:ìlì!Ì :

:--tr.youroplolun'tanestly. 
'.

- No Ldeotlflcatlon fa reguLred.

- tllren you havc coopletcd the questlonnalre please fil.l ouÈ the fe¡r 
.

.queitjons on the next page- 
ir:.¡ij.;;,,,

È * * t :fn¡ OVBA AND BEGIN :¡ * * *
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ll:¡t. t-h Ic sca le
rf own urr I y.

chuoslng ggg nutnber for each equare. Remember Ëo workonly

3
Not ae all
ÂpplLcab le

Ver:,
Applicab te

o0€,É,stóglô..dços!ó u o O -o ..JD - ø É
È-o-l ..tnÉorl
õtDÉË;Å'31ÉFèiòoar'òôrú'{ì{}¡õ-õõÈÉ_tqgqrÉÉà¿t¡HH(J(,

O.tfcnÈaÈlolrs

Loynl to Farnlly tlr:s
!:x E rerne [y Na t lonal ls ÈLc

I'r:¡r:È [ca I
Sc IerrÈlflcally m I nderl

Qulck cunpere<l

Sh res¡l

Con.rervnEtvè

Pnlrñ [ona.Èe

IgnoranÈ

Hed I tarLve

ArctôÈ1c

Rcserved

Â¡¡gre-ss lve

Mr¡s tcal
,ral¡rê-l,ov tn8,

Lnzy

IntclllgenÈ
(:(trt t. ÈcrlUfl

Sophlsclcntcd

lndrrs ÈrLor¡a

Phyc tcally dlrty
lrnprrlslve

Vary Rellg,lous

lrod lclon-Iovlng
HaÈcrlallrtfc
'[ reacheroug

llnppy-go-lucky

Qrrtet
Ânb t t loua

tìf f tclent

HI{EÌ¡ YOU HÀVE CS¡{PLETE) TTIIS PAGE, PLEÀSE TIJRII OVER
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, I'f "j-rsf: [n(llcitÈr,. on thr.: l:ollowtng, scalcs to rvhaE de¡iree yotr f<re1 thaE yott nre
' l:rr:rLl[:¡r r¡l.t.lr e¿ch of r.l:c n¡rtir¡nalitlcs. This nr:ry be l>asr:d u[]on I)r¡rsoltal conLacË or

lrrf ()r¡n,rt [¡r¡r f. l:trrn <rf:her l;()ut:cr:s, scrn¡e of r¡lrich miry bc tc'[..:vi.sj.on, r'arll-o, nt¿w.sl);ll)erst
lr rn;ri<,i¡zlne:i- -C_!1c_!c_ 

the ;rppropricte numtrer on _e¿¡clr of the scalcs LhaË in<lic¡ìte the
rlt ¡.1rçt: r¡[ f ;rmI tlaricy.

- 
^ 

r(rt í.n<llr:;rl:us fhat yi,r¡ are not nr all f¿rmi1l.ar wlth rhe natiorrírlity.

-'t'lre ¡utrxlrÉrrr lretç¡eerì 1¡rncl 7 in<!ic:rte incrcaslng, degrees of farniliarlty r.rith:r r7l
{nd tc;rtlng h [¡.;h fanr[[I:rrtty.

JAI'ANESE

0r234567
Not aÈ all Very
Fantlíar Famil_iar

ot234567
Not at alL
Fa¡nillar

Very
Fanil-iar

I:NGLISH

Not at allFanitiar IåiT.rã.
CHINESE

9_1 234s67:
NoE at all V"ry
Familiar Familiar

'

GROESNEGROES .

07_234s67
W"t "Famf.lfar Familiar

J'nos 
i''.;i: 

'::
01234547t:"''"

¡¡ot a r': : ::: :

Very .: ...:Famtll.ar Faniliar ,i: :..::

Â}fERICAIIS

01234567
NoÈ aÈ írI1
F:¡milf.ar

Very
Famil-iar

i::'-t':-

GEfuY¡TNS

_0 1234567
uoraralr 

-

Famlliar Familiar

ITJ\LÏA!,¡S

0123 56 7_
4

lioÈ ar -11
F.rru.i.1.1:r ¡:

Very
Famlliar
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APPENDIX E

Rotter (L966) I-E Scale
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SOCIAL OPTNION SURVET

pleaee seleot the one statement ln each palr of statements whlch you nore
gtro4fflv belleve to be G case (as far es you personally aro concerned). B€

ãFdt¡ select the one YOU BELfEVE TO BE CLOSER 1Ð THE ÎRUTH r&ther then the one
you thlnk you Bhould ehoose or the one you would llke to be true. Thle ls a

ra€asuro of personal beLlof; obvioueþ thero are no rlght or wlong enstwers.
(Renronber, nark one end onþ one statenent ln each pelr.)

UsE IBI'I SHEET¡ 
å : ;

t¡ i tl ¡l * * * t * * * f * * * * t t * t *

t. (e) Chtldren get lnto trouble because thelr parents punlsh the¡n too rmtch. -' '-

(b) the trouble rrlth nrost chlldren nowadays ls that thelr parents are too
eeay rrltb then.

Z.(e\ ì4any of the unhappy thlngs i-n peoplere 11ves aie partþ due to bad luck.
(b) peopletg mlsfortunes result fron the nistakes they neke.

3.(e) One of thc naþr reesona why we have ners ls because people donrt t¿ke
enough lntereet ln Pollt1cs.

(U) tt¡erã r.rtlt alrays bà wars, no netter how hard people try to prevent then.

l+.(e) In the long run people get ühe respect they deserve in this r¡orld.
(U) Utrfortunatãþ, en fr¡afvfauelts worth often pesses unreeognlzed no ¡natter

how herrl he trles.

5.(e) the ldee that teachers ere unfalr to students ls nonsense.- (Ut Most gtudenta dontt reellze the extent to whtch thelr grades ere lnfluenced
by eccldental haPPenlnga.

6. (¡) l{lthout the rlght breeks one @n¡ìot be en effectlve leader.
(b) Capablc peoplc who fall to becone leaders have not taken advantage of

thel¡ opportunlfles.

?.(e) No netter how herd you trî sone people Just dontt like ¡rou,' (U) pcople r¡ho canrt get others to Llke then donrt urderstand how to get along
wlth others.

8.(e) Eeredlty playe the rnaþr role ln dek¡¡retrri¡lg onets personalLty.
(b) It ts onets c¡pür.lcaocs ln llfe whloh deteralne vhet thcyrre Likc.

9.(¡) I Ìreve often fou¡d thet whrtas golng to tnpplgnft'111 heppen.
(Ul Dmstf.ng to fete hec never turr¡ed out ¿s weLL for me es naklng a decislon

to tske e deflnlte course of actlon

10.(e) In the casc of the well prepared student there ls rareþ, lf ever, such a
thlng aa ea r¡¡falr tegt.

(b) üeny-tlnos cxan queattons t€nd to be so unrelatcd to course work that
otudylng 1r rcally uaeless.

..' . j -..:i -,. 1 i,: _.:j.:i:: :.. -.::.':-..,- :.1- t,:' ::l'r:l: : ì i

r04

l---..

i --i.. I
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71.(a) Beeomlng a aucoess ls a nÊtter of hard nork, luck has llttLe or notblng :

t/l ao wtth lt.
(b) Gottlng a good Job depenCe nalnly on belng ln the rlght place et the

r'Ight tlne.

I?.(a) the everege oltlzen can have ¿rn lnfluence ln government declsions.
(b) ftls world lc run by the few people ln power, end there ls not nucb the

Llttle guy een do about 1t.
:r)

, L3.(a) When I nake plans¡ I eim eluost certeln that f een nake then nork. ,,,',i,',
(b) ft lc not alweys rrlse to plan too far ahead beceuie narry thlngs turn out

to be a nettsr of good or bad fortune anyhow.

14.(a) Therc e¡:e cert¿ln people who ere Just no good.
(b) There'ls sone good "1n'"ever¡¡body.i-;.'

't,'

', t5. (a) In nry caee gettlng what I want has lltt1e or nothl¡rg to do w'lth luck. ",',:''-'
(b) ¡f¿ny tlnos wc nlght Just as well decLde rrhat to do þ flipplng a eoin.

.:...-j__t.

', 16.(a) l,fUo geta to be the boss often depends on trho uas lucþ enough to bo Ln 
'-.,...'.

the rlght pleee fl-rst.
(b) Gettlng people to do the rlght thtng depends upon abl1lty, luck h¿s llttle

or notÌrlng to do wlth l-t.

1?.(e) As far as woiìl¡l affalrs ar6 concerned, nost of us ere the victims of foreee
vo oen nslther u¡derst¿rd nor eontrol,

(b) By taklng an actlve part tn polltlea1 ard soclal affairs the people ean
, æntroL ¡rorld eYents.
:

18.(e) Moet people donft realLze the extent to whtch their lLves are controlled
by acoldental happenlngs.

(b) rú.." 
-i""iiir; il ;i"ñ thhg as illueki. 

'

19.(a) one should always be wtIllng to adnlt nlst¿kes.
(b) It le usualþ best to cover up onets nlst¿kes.

ãO.(a) ft ls herd to kr¡ow whether or not e person really likes ¡rou. :_.,.:
(b) Hcv man¡r friends you bave depends upon how nLce g p€rson you ere. ':-:,i:-:'::::::

. : :.:.'.:....' 2L. (e) ln the Jong rru¡ the bad thlngs that happen to us are belanced by the ',1,,,...

.: 
jt'

good ono8.
(b) Èbet mlsfortt¡nes are the result lrf lãrc* of ablllty¡ ignoranee¡ lazlneest

or ell three.

2?.(a) Wlth enough effort ïe cen rlpe out politloel oorruptlon.
, (b) ft la dlfflcr¡lt for people to have rn¡ch control- over the thf-nge polltlclane 

;.1,;.:,,,l o ln offlee. 1,¡:,;:,:,: '

23.b) Sonetinea I oenf t u¡derst¿rd hor¡ teechere arrlve et the grades they glve.
(U) fncre Lg e dlreet conneetlon betneen hon herd I study and the gnades f get.
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2t+.(a)Agood1eaderexpoctspeop1etodecldeforthense1veswhattheyshou1ddo.
(U) I lood leeder mekes lt clear to everybody what thelr þbs are.

Zj.G) .Mar¡y tlnps I feel thÂt I have -.Llttl.e lnfluence over the thlnge that happen
to mg.

(b) It 1o lnposelble for me to belleve that chance or luck pl-ays an lnport¿nt
role ln n5r llfe.

?6.(a) People are loneþ because they donrt try to be frlendþ.
: (U) tf,"i"rs not much uee ln trylng too har.rC to please peoplet lf they llke ,.'l l

you, they llke you.

2?. (¡) fhere ls too øtrch enpbasis on ethletlcs |n hlgh sohool.
(U) teen aporttirerej Ên'excel.Lentrwa¡rrto,þulld cbaracte!-o-'- - .

?8.(a) !ühet happens to me l,e ngr oi¡n dolng. ; - ''.:.,..
; iU) SoretUãä f fcel thet I dontt havã enough controÌ over the dlrectlon rry '",-, ,

lfe Ls teklng,

Zg.(a) Mogt, of the tl¡ne f eantt understård wþ polltlcLans bebeve the way they ,tìt':,..

do.
(U) fn-tne long run tbe pegple er€ responslble for bed governnent on e natlonal

e¡ weIL es on a Local Ievel.

t.:_
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QUESTIO'r-NÄ,IRE II

Thlc :tnventory consl.sEs of numbered r.;tatcments. Reacl c.ach sEaEemeBE
¿rtrcl <lec.tde r¿heEher Í.È ís true ¡l-¿r¡rllie!_to yorr- or lqf_ge nf__lplliid t-o__Lgg-

Yot¡ arc Ëo. mark your,:rnsç.ers on .the.¿rnsr¿er..sheet you hcve. If
the.ctatcnrenÈ.ls'[.RUE or llos'lly'[RUE, as appliect to you, blacken l¡eEweerr
tltc lioe-s ln the column headed T. If a stacemenË is F¡\LSE or NOT US'IJÂLLY
TliUli, as applled Eo you, blacken betrveen Èhe lines in the colunn l¡eaded F.

Rernember Eo give YOUR Ol.tN opinion of yourself .
fn rnarkio¡q yorrr ¿rnswers on the anserer sheeÈ, \e srrrg thaE the rrumber

-o-t-tlg-_elglgggrl_!8IgeilÉ!Þ !¡e number on rhe ¿(nsr¿er s.heet. Make your rnarks
hc::rvy :rnd black. Erase ã ange- Do not
n¡ake .any marks on this scale.

1. Hy' hairtls'and'feeÈ' dre rrstía11y-wa-rln'enough'.-**-L-. . ,

2. I an very seldo¡! troubled by constipaÈion.

3. I flnd 1t hard Ëo keep ny mind on a task or job.

4. Most any tfae I v¡orrld rather sit and dâydrearn than do anything else.

5. My fantly does not like the work I have choseo (or the work I intend
to choose for my life v¡ork)

6. My slee¡ is fltfull and disturbed.

7. I a¡r lLkerl by most. people bho kno¡¡ me.

8. I au happy mosÊ of the tLoe.

9. CrÍÈlcLsm or scolding hurËs me terribly.

10. It makes Ee fmpacfent to have people ask my advice or otheñrlse
fnterrupt ne ç¡hen I am ¡¡orking on sonething inrportanÈ.

11. I have had perLods ln which I carried on acËivities $rithout knowÍng
laEer vheË I had been dolng.

12. I cry easLly.

13. I do noÈ Èlre qulckly

14. I am not afraÍd to handle money.

"15. It ¡akes me ¡nconfortable toTtrt on a stunt at a parËy even úrhen
others are dof.ng Ëhe sa¡re sorÈ of thlugs.

f6. I frequently naticeuyhand shakes when I try to do sonething-

L7. It does noÈ bother rae parÈicularly to see anima:Ls suffer.

18. I drea¡a frequ.ently about things theË are best kept to nyself.

19. ìly parents and faully fLnd nore fault with me than rhey shoul-d.

20. I have reason for feeling jealous of one or nore me¡nbers of my fanily-

2L. No one cares much whaË happens to you.

2?. I usually exTecÈ to succeed in thlngs I do.

23. I sweaÈ very easily even on cool days-
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Page ?.

2h. L'hen Ín a f;roup of peo¡le I have trouLlc rhinking of the
rtght. things co cal:i abouË

25. I can casily make other people afrald of rne, and sotue-
times do for Èhe fun of it

26- L am never. happier Èhan ç¡hen alone.

27. LiJe is a sÈraÍn f or ne u¡uch of Èhe time. ', , ,,-.-
: :l. 'i-'

28. ' I am easÍly ernbarrassed.

29. I'canirot,.keep ray..'ginC o.n.iro-ne:ithingò., -,.1¿.

30. l''f eel ånxl.eËy åboyÈ 5oneÈh+.qg.-':þÈ'lgopéone-almosSì.1¡l:'.'t t. ' '

of. the?-tii¡e- r-¡i.rEe., :,.... .,::...:.. ...:. .;,...., :..:.:

31- I¡ havd been irf raidioÍ i thírngsÌ:rón.rpeople¿rthåÊ IìrkneÈ 'bouf.d,;c,,-,.¡..1 
' it"'i"'].'"'':t.'"'

not hurÈ i¡e. ': ";' :-:

' .1

32. I am noË unusually s.1f-conscious. i,,,,t,.'.,.':a.,,,..
' j 

' 
': '_

33. Peopl.e often dlsappoint ne.

34. I feel hungry al¡rosc all of the time. : t

35. I-worry'qufte-.a,bit over possible oisf'or:tunês.-- : - i

36. It rrakes t" ,,"r.ro,rs Èo have to gtait 
)

i

37. f blush no more ofter Èhan others. i

= ¡¡,|ì€fr'Érrl¡v :38. I shrfnk. f ro¡¡r facing a crÍsis or diff iËulty. - l

3g...I_so¡rêÈiBes-fee1Ïhãi--Ï-e¡l.ãb-out.tô.go_to*Piece5


